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EDITORIAL NOTES
Included with this issue subscribers should find an illustrated
booklet of the 1996 UK crop formations. This is a gift bv way
of thanks for your continuing support. The bookiet u'ill r-rot be
available with copies of the magazine on sale elsewhere' Because
information on overseas formations is sti11 coming in, rve'r'e
had to postpone its inclusion this time round. However, the
data should be complete in time for the summer issue.
Last summer the NFU (National Farmers Union) in Hampshire
offered a f1,000 reward for information leading to the capture
of crop vandals. "The reward comes from our own funds and
will be payabie for information leading to the first successful
prosecution against a crop circle vandal. As far as we know, we
ire the only county in the country doing this sort of thing'"
That, of course, was probably because Hampshire, like Wiltshire,
seems to have more than its fair share of circles. The report of
this NFU announcement added the often repeated shibboleth
that "crop circles are not caused by litt1e green men in flying
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saucers" and said that vandals are responsible for the mysterious
shapes. Whether anyone has ever seriously suggested that little

green men in flying saucers are the cause/ it seems that
purnalists always feel obiiged to say that with a sneer. So far as
we know, no one has yet attempted to collect the f,1,000 but
there's always the coming season... If Colin Andrews' suggested
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by Christine Rho,e

THE FINAL CONSPIRACY
Crop circles as part of a master-plan for world domination? AdamWhaley puts together some
favourite conspiracy theories and speculates...
TO MY KNOWLEDGE, no one has yet linked together the

following three conspiracy theories. I'm going to stick my neck
out and use them to construct a fourth whilst throwing in a
handful of others for possible correlation also. Here goes...

species, is already on an unavoidable course towards extinction
in the relatively near future. The world's carrying capacity has
been exceeded and the question of whether we will survive is
not so much if, but when Once criticality is reached it will only
be a matter of time for a single event to lead to a collapse of the

Conspiracy Assumption 1
Human,/ Alien Genetic Hybrids

whole house of cards. Sooner or later there will be a rapid
breakdown somewhere in the food chain leading to total
economic and social collapse.

That as a result of genetic manipulation of our prehistoric
ancestors by an alien race or races, mankind has been raised to
a sentient species. Flowever, perhaps due to a fundamental flaw

Conspiracy Assumption 3

New World Order.

in the "experiment", our inherent gene for selfishless has
continuously eclipsed our newly acquired intelligence. Perhaps
this flaw was intentional, perhaps not, but that's another post
for another day. Our intelligence has started a chain reaction of
need verses desire because we cannot shrug off the basic
evolutionary principle of survival of the fittest. Without our
intelligence we would be quite huppy on the level of huntergatherer. Maybe we should never have come down from the
trees in the first place!

If the initial evolutionary pathway for all replicating
organisms had taken the Altruistic (as opposed to the Selfish)
route we wouldn't be in the mess that we are in today. It
wouldn't feel much like being human because we would be
falling over ourselves trying to do each other favours instead
of trying to profit. I could get into a cbnvoluted debate over
semantics but it could be argued that "altruism" is, in itself, a

contradiction in terms. Think about the motives underlying
altruistic behaviour and you will get the picture.
We take our competitive streak for granted but if instead, there
existed an alternative inherent desire in our makeup to confer
greater well-being in our fellow man (and woman) to the
expense of ourselves, it would therefore follow that there could
not be any wars, violence/ nor any wanton destruction of our
environment as any detrimental action done to others would
have a direct and indirect reciprocal bearing on the well-being
of the self. I can't help but be reminded of the saying by that
famous alien hybrid - "Do unto others as you would have done
unto thee". That's only half way there to my mind, he should
have said do MORE unto others etc...
Conspiraa1 Assumption 2
Eco-Apocalypse

mankind has now brought the world to the edge of the abyss.
it a great many animal and plant

The human race, and with
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Synthesis

Linking the above three conspiracies creates an interesting
picture. Given that the Illuminati,i elite have been fully aware
of the impending ecological doomsday scenario for some time
it would follow that a severe damage limitation exercise would
need to be urgently implemented to avoid the otherwise
apocalyptic inevitability. Further, given the assumptions as
stated above, there would be no option but to drastically and
severely decrease the size of the world's population to more
manageable and sustainable levels. A selective cull would be
required. The conventional method of weeding out the
population - warfare - would these days exact too heavy a toII
as it would now be far too devastating given today's weapons
of mass destruction. "Conventional" warfare would be far too
slow and would not keep pace with the rapid rate of ecologicai
decay any'way. The other previously used method of population
conkol - economic recession - would be even slower and notably
unwieldy on a practical level given the extreme instability of

the progressive ecological decline. Other tried and failed
methods such as biological and chemical warfare have proved
unpredictable and would probably affect the food chain on a
long-term basis leaving litt1e of value for any humans left alive.
Solution

That our faulty in-built competitive nature has meant that we
have steadily and insidiously increased the threshold of our
acceptable satisfaction and now come to expect a standard of
living that can no longer be ecologically sustained. The largesse
of

That the conventional New World Order theory is indeed a
reality and that their plans for a one world government, one
world army, one world cuffency and a global micro-chipped
population lirked to a central computer are actually true.

/

Duloe, Beds.

(J.

Baker);

To exact a severe reduction of the population without undue
property damage, ecological damage or excessive psychological
aftershock, the Illuminati,/elite would need to engineer a
perceived threat from a perceived enemy. The perceived
antagonist would need to provide a credible means and a
credible motive. Such an enemy could be anAlien Invader. The
invader would exact a brief and intense annihilation of a sizable
proportion of our population. Some kind of death ray projected
from an "orbiting alien craft" would be most effective. It would
be trained on our more populated cities with any organic life
being vaporised to avoid tkre tiresome mopping up afterwards.
For added convenience, only organic life would be destroyed
leaving lots of goodies and lots of property and lots of space
(and lots of potential profit from getting the whole machine
going again). Before, during and after any such conflict the
placement of the New World Order aspirations would have to
be not only acceptable to the populace at large but activeiy

in an analogotts sense) can be sholr,'n to infest a population

demanded. Of course, the whole conflict would be blamed on
the nasty aliens who could, once the job's completed, either back
off or be seen to be zapped by the heroes of the hour - glless
who! Everyone will be pleading for protection for this not to
happen again, Don't forget - "When you've got someone by the
balls, their hearts and minds will follow".

corruptirg other genes ("memes" if you prefer), which in turn

corrupt other genes. This inevitably leads to system crash when
available raw materials are exhausted. The oniy known stable
strategy in a popuiation containing any selfish genes is one of
"tit for tat" whereby equilibrium is attained by a very finely
balanced combination of altruism on one hand and the fear of
assured retaliation should anyone tr1' and cheat on the other'
However, due to naturai errors in the program - negative
mutations, it is only a matter of time before equilibrium is lost,

Iruplementation

The prelude to such a revelation of a perceived alien enemy
could be ampllfied by engineering an increasing series of UFO
sightings. These could be achieved by the use of sophisticated

the cheats multiply and the slipperv slide into chaos commences.
Sounds familiar? That, in a nutshell is what happened. There

sateliite based holographic imaging techniques. The flight

we were a-huntin' and a-gatherin', everything nicely held in

patterns of erratic movement would be as easy as r'r''aving a torch
beam. Using interference frequencies, it would even be possible

check,

r,t hen along came ET and ga\re us sentience. Bad move!
Due to our defective gene and the insidious disproportionate

to induce UFO radar tracks not dissimilar to actual physical
objects. "Alien Abductions" would be created using covert
microwave induced mind control programming. An everevolving series of increasingly complicated Crop Circles could

also be easily constructed from orbiting satellites using
microwave-type lasers.
Manipulation
By carefully orchestrating the dissemination of disinformation

spread of this gene amongst the more powerfui of the
population, we can witness the rich becoming richer, the poor
becoming poorer, the strong becoming stronger, and the weak
becoming weaker. The rich and por.r.erfr-r1 n'ill prey on the poor
and weak in a macabre parasite/host relationship. The host does
not er.en realise it is being sucked dr1' br. the parasite but the
parasite knows that it cannot survive rvithout the host. It would
not be in the interest of the parasite to inform the host, who is
allowed the barest minimum of energy necessarv fol survival,
of its addiction .

leading to a revelation that "Aliens Actually Exist", the

governments would simply explain that they have been trying
to evaluate the problem whilst protecting and insulating the
people from potential panic. Meanwhile, we would be gradually
ioftened up prior to such an revelation. !\rhen the time is right,
an amouncement would be made stating that aliens are real
and that they are a potential threat. This wouid follow a series
of minor revelations such as "life on Mars", "water on the

moon", pyramid/sphinx "impossibilities", increasingly
plausible SETI signals (what other use would it have been?),
and wait for it...human genetic "anomalies". You would aiso

expect to see a plethora of block-buster cinema films, shelves
fu1l of magazines, dozens of nelv books every week and wal1-

to-wall ET-TV.
Funding
To effect a doomsday annihilation, sophisticated weaPonry
would be required. This would have to be constructed and sited
over a period of time having been financed using public and
blackbudget funds under the guise of a "Starwars" programme.

This in turn would have been set up in response to

a

manufactured Cold War between superPo\'\''ers which in turn
would have been conl'eniently engineered to maximise reliance
on the global arms industry. Once the necessary weaPons
systems were in p1ace, the Cold War would be wound down to
allow the opening up of a now-lucrative virgin trade conduit.
Criticism r,r'ould be made of the waste of monev but no attempt
would be made to dismantle known systems with such
arguments as "No point in wasting more money, Iet it rot up
there". Amateur astronomers would be giving strange rePorts
of "missing" satellites but these would be explained away as
"burn-outs".
Motiaes

Few people can understand the minds of those in the upper
echelons of the llluminati. Power is a powerful drug. Power

corrupts and absolute Power corruPts absolutely. Games

End Game

There is unfortunately no \tray of knowing the outcome oi our
predicament but it is probably extremely interesting for any
aliens watching the final climax of their experiment. No doubt

there are a great many alien species gathering for this

momentous event. Perhaps some wish to intervene like fearful
objectors at an illegal dog fight, some might be desperately
trying to wake us up r,r,ith garbled "channelled" messages. I
expect that most of them are as impassioned as we are when
looking at bugs in a test tube. Hou' will this game end? Will
anyone intervene at the midnight hour if destruction is
otherwise inevitable? Are they hoping we will discover our o\\-11
solution in time? Or might they be much more interested il the
ensuing emergence of a new civilisation after the crash?
Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth.

Do your own research, try and match the fo11on-rng correlations
and drart your own conclusions. Me? - I'm pr'Lttirg together a
survival package. If all this is true, there rr-111 be three months of
sheer hel1 on earth when it all hits the fan, so tn- ald be prepared.
I'11 explain the details of my sun'ir-al strategr at another time.
Meanwhile - keep watching the skies (ar-id the nelvs).

Crop Circles (messages my assl)
TWA800 (just testing)
Flying Triangles (super stealth decor
Nick Pope and the Official Secrets -\ct (not)
Rockefeller funding of UFO research and gorremment petitioner
)

(oh yeah)

Marconi Scientists mvsteriotts "suicides" (what were they
working on?)
Project Haarp (global arrav for the final solution)
Alien Abductions (where's the real evidence?)
AIDS and other "emerger-rt" diseases (nice try but too riskv)
etc. etc. etc...

Theorists and Evolutionary Psvchologists are fond of using

Last one out, turn off the 1ight.

standard evolutionary constructs to model programs that
emulate our soci.ety. "Cheat" genes (and I use the word "gene"

Must go. Running out of time - Adam.

OF THINGS SEEN ON THE GROUND...
In the second part of his conversation with John Sayer, Busty Taylor moves on from his
involvement with UFOs to crop circles.
NOW THE INTERESTING thing about the crop circle we found
on 3rd. August 1985 was that other people on the airfield also
went to see it, and they were dowsers. They said it dowsed
very well and it had a "crossroads" in it. And I said, "How do
you do dowsing?" but they were reluctant to show me for some
reason. I wish they had at the time. However, after witnessing
my first crop circle and being an amateur archaeologist - I'd
been on digs and I've got video of this as well - because I'd
been photographing the tumuli rings around the Andover area
and giving it to the Andover Archaeologicai Society, I showed
them things theynever knew existed, and they're still following

up a lot of stuff I took in the eighties. The result of my
observations in 1985 was simply to wait for them to cut the
field and plough it and I immediately flew over the field,
especially after it had just rained, to see whether there were
any archaeological type things under the ground.
The only thing that's interesting there, in that field in 1985,
was that it looks like there was an ancient track that ran around
the slope where the actual markings were, and there's a very
large chalk pit. That's the only thing that's rea11y visible from
the air. And this is what I've done, reaily, each year when there
have been major formations: I've flown when they've ploughed
the field back up to see whether or not there are any ancient
markings, and there are quite a few in close proximity to circles.
And, of course, in 1986 I met Colin Andrews, who I used to
work with in the sixties ald we measured all these ancient marks
and compared them to crop circles in the early days and they
all seemed to be pretty close. Of course, they were the "golden

days" when you could go into the fields and get farmers'
a real good time, and the five of us - Don
Tuersley, Dr. Terence Meaden, Pat Deigado, Colin and myself -

permission and have

used to go off at 7 o'clock in the morning, after my aerial
observations, and literally go round investigating crop circies
up till q o'clock at night.
Now, a lot of peopie are under the impression that ai1 I actually
did was take photographs. Wrong. We went into formations
that were really interesting and we would spend three hours
literally measuring, cross-checking, taking the crop circle to
pieces, finding out allthe different lays and how it couid possibly
occur - having disagreements amongst ourselves on quite a few
occasions as to what happened and how it happened. And
because we had no outside interference from people trampling
it to death, from 1985 to 1990 it was a very good scientific study.
We went into great depth. The only things, of course, that we
were lacking were expert facilities with regard to technology to
cross-check samples, because it was very expensive.
In 1985 we sent samples to a laboratory and we were actually
amazed how much a simple little study cost - just to have a
preliminary check - and, of course, nowadays it's ali changed.
There are people taking samples which are being tested here
and tested there, which is all good fun. However, in 1986 I made
the statement, "A11 we need now is last year's and this year's
crop circles put together" - and that actually happened. I also
noticed in 1985 that Celtic symbols seemed to be replicated in
the corn through the markings that I found, which were only
three. And I went to the British Museum and ever),where else
to photograph these symbols - and, of course/ we were amazed
to see all the symbols I'd photographed actually appear in the
crops over the next five years. And being as this was never in
print it never triggered off anybody to go out there and do it.

There wasn't any reason for them to do that. So we got to work
on a1i these crop circles and all over these years and came to

many conclusions.

Pictograms
Then in 1990 at Alton Barnes it changed into the large pictogram
formation. But in 1987 we had an avenue coming out of crop
circles at Chieveley, up near Wantage, and, of course, we had
avenues also at a formation on the ,4.36. So these could have

been forerunners to the pictograms. But, of course, the public
got involved in a r:ery brg way, and from then it has been more
difficult, I would say, to carry out scientific study. And as the
years have gone on it's got worse and worse because people Iike myself - need to get into formations when they're fresh, in

order to see them in their better condition. It's making life
difficuit for an old hand like me to come to terms with the fact
that people are now beating me to it, and it's become hard. This
is one reason why I've decided not to go into so many fields
now - simply because if I'm not the first one in it I can't answer

the question I get asked all the time: "Is this a genuine
formation?" I can no longer answer this with truth and I can
only say, "We11, it seems to be in reasonable condition. It looks
pretty good. However, I can't say whether it's genuine or not
because so many people have been through it."
A lot of the clues we fould in1986, with regard to the white
musk on the side of the green corn and on the rape - there were

no marks, nothing, not a scratch mark, not a marking. \\lhen
we did find markings we catalogued that - some of it's been
shown. It could be planks of wood. We saw on one of them
where it could have been saw marks on the crop - and that was
a realiy smashed up one. So all the survey work that we did in
the past, most of it has never been exposed to the public - yet simply because people are going off now on the symbolism side
of things. And this is what I did, arrd people are interpreting all
sorts of things into what crop circles mean and it's a very
interesting study now, being as we've got people from all over
the world - Czechoslovakia, Russia and America.
We've got them down in Mexico - in sugar cane. But the one
thing I will say that happened in - I think it was 1988 when I
videoed it - was the tree circle which was in the local area. I'm
not going to say where it was because the local farmer doesn't
want any more publicity out of it. But we did find out from
Canada that there was a tree circle there - unfortunately not
witnessed with a photograph, but this guy described it in detail,
these 40' pine trees were all bent over. We put this in the loca1
paper as an interesting item and we had a loca1 farmer come up
and say, "We11, that's strange. We had a tree circle like you
described in our trees and it's still there." This is in 1988 and it
happened in 1984. And sure enough, he took us to the spot and
there it was, all laid down, anticlockwise, half of it still laid down
in this formation. But unfortunately in the other half a hawthorn
tree had grov,rrup through it and pushed it a1lup. The hawthorn
tree was about 4' - 6' tall.
And while we were filming this - it was a lovely crystal-c1ear
blue sky there - I noticed in the sky a very large object, flickering.
It was a long, tubular object and it was rotating end over end
and, of course, at certain angles, because we were there at 7
o'clock at night, it was catching the sun like a mirror and then
going out. It's all on video. I shouted to Coliry Pat and Don,

"What the hell's that up there?" And you can hear them on the
tape saying, "Where? What?" And I said, "Straight r-rp. There's
something up there fiickering on-off, on-off arnd it's a he11 of a
\\,ay up." Someone said, "lt's enormous! What the heil's going
on?" The others couldn't see it at the time, br-rt Colin managed
to lock onto it and he r.ideoed it. And the interesting thing is
tlrat Michael lfesem.rnn (editor of the German Mngazin 2000)
shou,ed at the Glastonbury Slrmposium in 19q5 a piece of
footage rvhich they cor-rld not explain and it rvas eractiy iclentical
to the object \ve saw that night n'hile I was videoing the tree
circle. And I'n-r trying to get that because it u'ou1d be njce to
insert that in a futr-rre video that I hope to make.
Also, Fred McMurray had a UFO experience and I mr-rst point
out here that Omar For,r,ler also came into the light in 1985 and
he's been into UFOs and r,t,e'r.e been friends evet since. And he
investigated the Fred McMttt:t'aY case because it r'r'as on his
doorstcp, at Cuildford. We went to the site u'here this had all
happened and 1o and behold, the tree that he said the object
rvas hor,'ering over - and I've got this on video - half the tree is
cleacl, the right hand side of the tree looking at it, the western
side, is dead, completely shr:ivelled up, but the eastem side is
sti11 green. It just looked like sornething had sat above it r'r'ith a
lot of heat because a11 the leaves on the r,r'estern side r'vere all
completelv shrivelled up.
And I met this man, and I chatted to him. He did automatic
rt''riting, of the information that came to his head and he just
simpll, rvrote it don r-r. While talking to me he just wrote on a
book at high speed and I thought, n'ell, that's going to be a load
of scrar,vl - and it was the most Perfect r'r'riting you could ever
think of. It seemed to be a map reference and when we crosscheckecl it out, the map reference came out to Hrrrstborttne
Priors, the olclest churcl'r in Englar-rd.

Secrets
know UFC)s exist, and travelling
around the lr.orld in the last few years I've met people lvho

Because of the things I'r.e seen, I

have had encounters and, of course, there are certain things and

certain information that

I

have been given by professional

people so that I can tarlk to people and actually prove r'vhether
or not they are telling the truth. Now, a Iot of people say; "Tell
us all these secrets." If people knott' all the iffs and ands and
buts about a cross-check, people can then adapt tlrcir storv to
make it sound credjble. Tl-rere are certain things that must alwaYs
be kept to an individual fer,r', and everYbody's got their own
way of doing things. I've been girren a certain clue that rvhen
people say to us that they had encounters, you can start to talk
to them and if they come up r,r,ith all these clues then vou know
you'r,e got a genuine case on vour hands. And a lot of top UFO
researchers knor,r' these clues alnd they r,r'il1 never divulge the
secrets, because that's one rt'a}z of proving you have a genuine
CASC,

With regard to the crop circles, a 1ot of people now knon'the
secret of the musk, of the bent stalks and also the blown nodes
(which, as far as I'm concernecl, has still got to be researched, in
order to prove a point). The research has gone into the scientific
stage ;rnd scientists r,vilI have to gather at least three vears'
information before thev could start making what I r'r'ould call
"positive statements". And I'n iII e\ren say that it wi1lbe at least
sir years oi hard r,r.ork, cross-checking, rumring into dead ends,
finding out that what you thought \,\ras a good thing isn't,
because someone else has taken up your work and proven to
you that something else can be doing it besides u'hat yorr think

it

is.

I'm all for the sclentific side. Unfortunatel;r 11 the moment
I'm not working with scientists, except this vear I'r,e hacl contact

u,ith somebody I sent samples to. He wants to remain

anonymous and he is quite tvilling to r,r,ork on future samples I
can send to him, 1-re has got a high intelligence value and he's
got the faciiities to cross-check a 1ot of things out. Now, the
phenomenon has moved on to such a stage that r'r'ith all the

people coming from around the rt'orld it's now running into
the probiem that it's being or-er-exploited by people who iust

simply urant to make a name fol themseh'es, by being

sensational. I dor-r't mind tl-iis, Lrlo\-idirlg the sensational thing

is at r,rrhat I lvould call grouncl 1er el - none of this hyping up,
making something r-eli big rr-l-rer-r it's r-elv sma11. This is a
complete waste of time because r or-t rr-ill er-entuall1' be caught
out. And then r'r,hen \-oL1 are c.tr.rghi rrut \-oLt are then pulling
the lr,,hole phenomenon back tlorr'n, L.ecaltse )'ou'rre discredited
not just yourself but the other pretrple rr or-kir-rg u'ith )'ou as lve1l,
ar-rc1 this is not the name oi tl-rc' game. There har.e been many

instances r,r.here I harle iour-re1 sr-t.ttething out that's ver)'
interesting and people just simph ian ofi rr'lt1-r it, exploited it,
only to be caught out. And I'm itLst 1\ alrluls people - be n'ary.
Don't be caught out. Cross-check .111 r'trur i.'.cts bcft,re vou open
yor.rr moutl-r. You might be a bit s1ol\ er-. Scttitlc it into the media,
but at least you'11 have credibilitr if r or-r c.t:'t pi-tr\-e lol1l'points.
The nine-inch circles I've been rr-orklt'Lg .'r-r :irce the e.rrly
nineties arnd I didn't say anvthing iu-itll l.Lst I ea.r. rr heu l shor'r''ed
-L'r-ri
t1-re locatious
this. There ma\r be a simple explar-ratiolr ttr it,
of them are very interesting, and I'r'e grlt ltrls ol photographs
r.vith these on. Unfortunately, I haven't been l-h ini as n-rnch this
year (1996) and haven't actually had the chance tt- Itrcate anv simply because my flying side has been cut dorr.r-L to the bare
minimum and also because informartion's not iorthcor-r-rir-ig in
my di.rection at the present moment, at the rate that it r-rsed tcr
be. Hor,t ever, I rt i11 continue. I'l1wclrk at a slovver rate. I'r-e cLone
m1, fair share and it's just a pitv that or.er the last fet' vears I
haven't been given the chance to Put a lot of this actually intcl
print. I'r,e lectured on it, all orrer the world, and I've ireld my
ground rvith some very important scientific people and I hope
I can continue to do so in the future. Let's iust hope that things
work out very nice in the end, for us all. We're all in it together
and als long as r'r,e tvolk together and pul1 together 1 re can
alwavs achieve something. If r.r,e fragment ourseh'es and. fight
each other, the biggest problem you're going to get is t}-L.rt the
bullshitters will pitch in and er.entuallv they lr-ili destror- the
system.

A cosmic experiment?
People say it's human nature to do rr'l-rat ther're doing. Is it
possible that we're all undel a test? Are rr-e all being given little
clues to see how r,l'e react and horr rr-e sltare the inforrnation?
And if r,r,e nre under a test, I'm going to tlr tp pass this test. I am
not going to fail it. And I consider this is reallr rvhat's happening
here.

In early '91,'92 an jncident occulretl on t}-re airfield at Old
Sarum which short,s you hou deceptir e some people can be.
While I lvas there the person \\'h(r Lr\\ ned the t-1eet had a bet
that he could, in fact, se11 me an aeroplane to go flving in less
than tr,r,o minutes. I had the \\-orL1 to go .rnc1 talk to him and
when I got there I u,as told there rras a circle \,vest of Salisbury,
girren the location and asked, rvas I ir-rterested? And I said, "Sure
I'm ilterested." So I got a p1.-rne ar-rd someone said, "Being as
it's out there, you knor'r., 1,611 can Llse lt. I'll cover for you r'vhi1e
you're away."
So I promptly got all n-r1' canleras, goi on the p1ane, flew out
to this location, found the circle, r-icleoed lt, photographed it
and came back. They asked, "What u'as rt like?" and T said,
"Great," and it all \{ent quiet. I couldn't make out r.vhat rt'as
going on. And, of course, no one saicl anything for about a vear.
And then they totd me that they'd sent me on a lvi1d goose
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chase deliberately just to sell me an aeroplane, and that
somebody had been flying in the area prior to me taking off
and were absolutely convinced that there was absolutely no
crop circle at this point. But I took off, went out there and found
it at the point where they said it should have been.
Now, what we have to realise here is - the person flying the
area, was he good at observation? He said he was, because
apparently he was looking for o1d markings in the crops for
archaeological reasons, so he must have been pretty good. Or
did the phenomenon Iisten in, just to puil a fast one on the people
that tried to pulI a fast one on me? But that's absoiutely what
happened and they didn't tel1 me for over a year that they'd
sent me on a wild goose chase. And this is something I've noticed
about the phenomenon on people that have decided to - how
do I say? - pull a fast one. In fact the phenomenon always seems

to kick back. It seems to know what we're doing, what we're
talking about and it always seems to kick people straight back
in the teeth if they decide to do something which is negative to
any other person. And I think really what's going on here - it ls
something that ls studying our reactions. We're just guinea-pigs
in a goldfish bowl. This is a pianet stuck in a void arrd it could
be just alr experiment. The whole human race couid be one big
experiment and the people carrying out the experiment are
setting us little teeny tasks. Could be the fact they show UFOs.
"Let's see how you react. Oh, we'il take one or two people on
board. Let's see how they get on, how people treat them. Or
few markings in the crops and see how people react
to that." And that to me is exactly what's been going on - it's
just one big experiment. And as far as I'm concerned the
govemments know all about it.

happens if ihey get in the middle of the crop is the fact that if a
1itt1e bit of wind damage occurs they can start eating it and then
they will just simply jump up at the edge of the standing crop,
grab the next stem, pu1l it down and in, eat the crop, and then
as the hole gets larger more and more birds go in and in no time
at all this hole can be increased to quite a large size. And being
as they're all working ozfwards, they will actualiy form a circle.
So what we did in1,996, we spotted this one early and decided
that what we would do was say nothing, to see who would
come along and say that this was the genuine phenomenon.
And there were quite a few of us there on this day and I know
another researcher was filming it on a two-day basis, how it
progressed in size and things, and even the farmer came along
and had a bit of a laugh when he thought it was a real "croppie"
standing there, looking at this happening, who when he was
questioned about it by the farmer said, "We're filming it because
we know this is actually a bird circle." And the farmer said,
"Thank God someone understands what's going on here. I'm
absolutely fed up with the people who say that this is a crop
circle. It isn't. It's a bird circ1e." So the farmer is absolutely sure
of it because he drives out every day and he's watching it and
he understands it. I have to admit, there were quite a few bird
circles in 1996, out in the middle of nowhere. In very good fields
you just suddenly find there is a bird circle. In most cases what
happens here could be the fact that there's been a hole dug into
the field previously - an indentation. And what happens is, when
the wet and the wind come along that particular section, if the
roots are not strong it'll fall dou.,n. So the rest of the field would
be perfectly alright, but when there's an indentation you can

get caught out with an old fashioned dew pond - we've got
them along here at Fox - it will always fall down because there's
not so much soil so the root structure is weaker. So the result is,
it will coliapse.
You also get ring circles - the old fashioned rings can work
the other way round too, where you have ancient ring markings.
If there's a lot of chalk there will be a weak root structure and
you'l1 get a perfect ring form as we11. And the interesting thing
is it will also go down in one direction, strange as it may seem.
It just has a domino effect and you get the impression then that
you've got an anticlockwise or a clockwise ring that suddenly
appears. You've got to be aery careful on this one. And if you're
not flying on a regular basis you don't catch it, you just suddenly

find there it is. "Oh, look. That's interesting." But again, it's
something you have to be a little bit wary about. But that's what
we did 1n1996, to see how many people would write up on this

"magnificent circle".

1et's make a

Bird circles
Well, in

1,996

we had quite a few formatlons but a lot o{ people

are saying that bird-damaged circles are the genuine
phenomenon. Very early il the year we were notified of a
marking in a field along the Everleigh-Upavon road from
Ludgershali, which was on Ministry of Defence land and we
went to investigate and were actualiy watching the birds at
work, and we decided to film it. The whole edge of this field
was cut right back in ten to fifteen feet by birds, where they'd
gone in on the edge of the field and flattened it all down. Bird
circles are very simple to spot: the crop tends to go in all different
directions and you'Il find thai most of the com has gone out of
the actual husks, because the birds just jump up, grab the corn,
shut their wings, and it falls down arrd then they peck it away
and then they jump up and grab the next one. lAlhat normally

Fragmentation
The interesting thing about what's happening now with the
whole political side of the crop circle phenomenon - it has
become fragmented. People have compiained above all that they
never seem to get enough information out of the system, but
they in turn have never given information back into the system.
And this seems to be like, "You tell me everythingyouknow,
but what I know, I keep to mysetf." This is unfortunate, because
all that happens in the end is people find out and they think to
themselves, "Well, I'm going keep quiet. |m not going to say
anything." So now you've got a domino effect where it's going
to become fragmented, there are going to be individual groups
saying all sorts of things and then the other groups are going to
trying to prove them ai1 totally wrong. And it's silly, because
instead of everybody working as a team, everybody is working
against each other. And the result of all this is very simply that
everything is going to get totally distorted - possibly destroyed.
So as far as I'm concerned the oniy thing we can do is let the

pebbles roli along, to see where they all stop.

ANOMALOUS LIGFITSAT SILBURY FIILL
besides crop
lnl996Si1bury Hill once again seemed to be the focus of strange phenomena
circles. Lorris Rn-oensfield describes an unusual sighting.
MY GIRLFRiEND LOUISIANAX and I back in Mav

1996

(cluring or Iast visit to Avebury) hard booked to return in Augttst'
irr"friy is a very special place for r-rs, as it is for manv other
people.
' As tt-te sun began to sink belor'r' the horizon on the late evening
of Frida,v, 16th. August, r'r'e made otir rvaY on foot frotn Avebr'rry
village, Past Sitbuiy Hill, up towards the West Kennett Long
BorrJu,. bn arrival at the bariort'r've stood on the top arr-rd looked
hel
out across the land that spread before us Silbury Hilf in arl1

magnificence, dominated the scene beautifullv l.rer silhouette
it quickll'faded'
ir-r #rrrp contrast to the dving light of the sun as
qrtiet'
and
still
evening
late
the
cool,
r,r,as
aii
The
to
We entered the barlolr'' at arottnd 9 20pm to leave offerings
religious
as
clescribed
be
can
us
the Earth Mother. Neither of
"beliefs" are not
r-naniacs. We t-rre both very dolvn-to-earth Our

extremist.Webelier.einnattrreandtheN{otherEartlr-thesame

belief ancient humankind once held beiore the advent of

Christianity - probablv the simplest and most natr'tra1 form of
in lev
belief . As a result we are both able to "feel" the energies

lines alnd ancient monLrments etc lt is important for us that lt'e
are
are not classed as anything "re1igious" lf 'rnvthing' \t,e
include
to
us
for
necessarv
It
is
probably closest to Paganism.
thi, ,-,, *" believe that our experiencelsighting besan at West
Kennett Long Barrorv.
We left the barrou' at abor-rt 9'35pn"r, rvhen Louisianax said
it n'as
she could feel the energy build up insrde it She stated
the
that
replied
She
meant
she
heilr'hat
I
asked
"too much".

this
energy inside the barrol! \'\ras too intense, tclo por'verful At
a
within)
the
energies
ti^J f"lt (lvhilst inside, ancl "feeling"

conflict betrt'een positir''e and negatir-e Po\ver battling for

back
supremac,v. Leaving the barro\v, \'ve follou'ed the pathwal'
rvas
clorvn, heading true north. It r'r''as norv verv dark' The skv
n'ars
Hill
Silburl'
perfectlr, clearlr'vith hundreds of stars visjble
iti11 very discernible as lve headed tou'ards her'
At f .i4prn, about one quarter of the lva-v dor'vn the path' we

noticed a formation of lights adiacent to the right hand side of

SilburyHill.WadenHillliestotheeastofSilbtrry,creatingalmost
a

"rra1iey" effect betr'r'een the two, from lvhere \t'e lt'ere standing'

The formation u'as to the north-r'vest in the air and about 65'70' above the ground. We knolr'thls since the height of Silbr"rry

Hill is 130' ;d the lights

rvere haif \vay uP this ancient

monument. We couldri't make ottt any shape around the

formatkln of 1iglrts. Being fami]iar r,r,ith Al.ebury, wlriclr lies three
quarters of a mile behincl Silbury HiIl, r'r'e knew I'r''e could not
be mistaken about rvhat we could see' The lights, though small'
in a
lr,,ere very brigl-rt, and r'r'hite in colour' They r'l'ere arranged
three'
row'of
a
centre
lights,
tr'vo
of
one
rows:
three
of
formation
trvo
spacecl evenly underneath, and a third ror'r' consisting of
time'
tl-re
same
all
pulsed.at
lights (see Etgs. 1 & 2). The lights
biight ihen fiint, then bright again We both felt a heavy degree
of i*e, excitement and increclulit,v' The A'1 road r'r-as bet*'een
us on the p.rthr'r'av and Silbury Hiil' A fer'v cars passed along
lights
the roac1, their hetrdlights clearlv distinguishable from the
that tr,e could see.
We continued our trek dor'r"n the path A short lvay fulther
clown r'r''e saw a second set of lights apPear to the far right of

thefirst,nexttoWadenHillandonaverticalparallelr'r'iththe

first. The formation of these lights r,vas identical to tlre first, br-rt
not as bright and more orange in colour' Thel' also pulsed' As
second
r,r,e r.ier,r.ed tl-ris scene o ,,-t-to1l hght shot out from the

formationandheadedtorarardsthefirst'Itr'r'entonlyalittle

n,ay then doubled back. This movement rt'as repeated a feu'
to
times. We continued dolr'n the path, making oLlr \'vav nearer

alr'r,aYs keeping them ir.r sight We took a few
photolraphs on a.'erv bisic camera - r'r'ithout the use of a flash

the lights,

- in the hope of capturing the scene before us'
IncrediblV as r.r'e r,r'atc-hec1 ancl r'r'aiked, a third sei of lights

appeared, Jllst to the left of the second' This third formation'

identical to the other two, $'.-rs as bright as the first' and also
parallel
pulsed. A11 three folmations rvere visible, al1 on a vertical

and statjonary in the air. Once again r'r'e stopped and took some
more photographs, then hurriecl ftu:ther dou'n the Path' We both
felt r.ery t-r.r"ort, though this rt'as not a negative feeling - it
rvas mixe c1 w'ith art'e-inspirecl excite m ent'
As if the sight before us rvasn't amazing enough' a t'outth
formation of lights appeared to the right of the verv first set As"
lr,ith the othei formations, the lights simplv appeared as if
the air
someone rvele throwing on a light su'itch Oue moment

lights
space was clear and Jark, the ne\t, a iormation of
"ttr-tt"a" on, and pulsed. This fourth set of Iights r'vas identical
to the other three, as bright as the first and thircl, and on the
to vierv
same horizontal plane. lVe rt'atched, halting our clescent
there
stood
rl'e
As
e,ves'
our
befole
the specte-rc1e .rr-tfoldir-tg
ftaking
ir-t .,

thiri

a

feu,more phoiographs), the fourth formation moved

plrfect and steacll' stiaight line horizontally tor'r'ards

the

formation, and then moved back to its original position'

We hurrjed to the end of the straight run of footpath'
desperately trying to get closer to the four formations We had
we
a torch n iih us but didn't use it, so that as rve approached
in
a
shoulder
blnoculars
had
lr,or-rId be unobserved. We also
use
bag, but neither: of us even thor-tght to get them out and
such
of
experience
of
lack
our
eithel
to
due
r'r'as
fnis
tnJm.
strange events r.l1' complete awe at lr'hat Ive r'r'ere witnessing'
Once"*e reached the end of the straight section of path' r'vhere
it r.eerecl left, the lights r'r'ere temporarily obscured by a short
line of trees. The finil stretch of the path was in front of r'rs 'rnd
the
once again the light formations ll'ete in view as r'r'e r'r'alked
the
road
the
neared
r'r'e
as
but
A'1,
last pait of the pith up to the
to
the
stile
l0cated
and
A4
the
crossed
we
foriations vanished.
to find
the
torch
use
to
had
We
ther:e.
footpath
the
to
access
gain
it as it u';rs no\\'very dark. We made our lr'av along the path
tou.ards the village of Avebur)'' The light formations netret
reappeared. The entire sighting had lasted bett'een 10 and 12
minutes.

Bv followirg the footpath 1\'e must 1-rave walked under the
"fee1"
air ipace tvl-reie the lighis had been, bttt r'r'e didr.r't see or
rt'e
r'r'hich
over
field,
corn
a
crossed
path
our
of
anvthing. Part
nasnea ihe torch to see if any of the crop had been "disturbed"'
It hadn't - art least, as far as we could tell' Upon our arrival back
in Avebury lve made notes on all that lve had r'r'itnessed'
That ni[ht Louisianax hacl a dleam' Standing in Aveburl'
"sc1uat"
vieu,ing Si'lburv hi1l, four black "ships" in a ver)' definite
from a
Hill
Silbury
shape [1g. 3) moved verv sior'r'lv tor'vards
and
large
"ships"
rvere
The
,-ro.ih-*.rt"tl' direction,ln siience
lit'
actually
not
rvere
these
though
side,
the
hacl lights on
The following dav (Saturday, TTth' August), lr'hilst standing
in a small cropcircie (believed to be a hoax because it was a

"Gre,v" head shapel), facing Ar-eburv village' il'e met-a
"tra"elle." or "hippy" from Bedfordshire called Luke He told
us ti-iat the night-before he had been sitting on the bank
surround ing th-e Avebury Stone Cir cle, facing torvards Silbury
HiIl. Betrveen 9.30pm and 10pm he san' a formation of lights
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move from the area of Silbury Hill, across the ,A4 and apparently
in an area, or field, just beyond. Shortly after this he

made his way to the Red Lion pub in Avebury, and whilst
standing at the bar a farmer came into the pub. He told the
barman that he had been "followed" along the .A4 by some
lights. Luke asked him about what he had seen, as he had also
seen the lights a few minutes earlier. The farmer said he didn't
want to talk about it and moved away from the bar. We told
Luke about what we had seen the same night.
We returned home on Sunday, 18th. August and had our
photos developed a few days later. To our major disappointment
not one of them had come out. We had used two different films
to photograph what we.had seen: the end of one film and the
start of a fresh ro11. But we don't have a single picture to show
for it. The negatives are completely blank.
We know what we saw. Or rather, we don't, but we know we
saw something that night. It is simply not possible that we
misidentified car headlights on the 44, as they were clearly
distinguishable from the light formations. Similarly, the lights
from Avebury village are not directly visible from where we
first saw the lights. These lights were certainly not coming from
the village. We know of mysterious lights being sighted where
crop circles have later been discovered. Since we were in
Wiltshire in the middle of 1996's amazing formations there may
be a connection, hence our attempted survey of the crops near
Silbury by torchlight.
We saw something strange

O

thatnight atSilburyHill, and hope

that one day we will understand exactly what it was.

Footnote
lohn Sayer

IN UFO REALITY #6, Roy Hale gives details o{ a curious
incident which took place on the night of 15th. ]une 1996 inthe
vicinity of the West Kennett Long Barrow and Silbury Hill. He
and two friends had been watching some anomalous lights in
the distance to the west which eventually went in the direction
of Savernake Forest. Shortly thereafter a helicopter came from
the same direction and a vehicle pulled up in the lay-by on the
,A.4 where the friends' car was parked. Throughbinoculars, Roy
could see that it was a white Ford Escort type van with the word
"Police" in large black lettering on the side and a spotlight on

the roof.
\Alhen Roy and his friends returned to their car and put away

their equipment, two "officers" came out of the van, having
switched off the lights and engile, and questioned them about
their presence there. Their attire was interesting: black armystyle trousers,boots and clp-belt, blue ftAI-type shirtwithbtack

Fig.3

epaulettes, and microphone headpieces. After about five
minutes of conversation, the "officers" left.
Afewweeks later, mywife Ute and I metRobby Cass, a young
man from Aldershot down in Wessex to look at crop circles. We
spent a couple of hours together talking about circles and UFOs,
finally parting company after a drink at the Red Lion inAvebury.
Robby was heading off to Barbury Castle before going home.
It wasn't until recently that he told me in a phone conversation
about an unsettling incident which took place later that night
on his way back from Barbury Castle, and which seems similar
to the experience of Roy Hale and his friends. He said he hadn't
wanted to mention it before in case I thought he was being

paranoid. He had been walking around on top of Barbury Castle
when he left suddenly, having been "freaked" by a white moth
which kept "brzzing" his face. Driving back towards Avebury
he could see in the distance over the village a stationary cloud
which had the appearance of the head of an old man, smoking
an old-fashioned long-stemmed clay pipe.
As he reached Avebury, he had to slow dov,rr quickly because
a couple were walking along in the middle of the road. This
urnerved him even more. In his confusion, instead of turning
Ieft on passing the Red Lion" Robby carried on past The Henge

Shop and found himself

in a dead end. He managed

to

reorientate himself, and proceeded dou,n Stone Avenue towards
the ,A.4. It was then that he noticed a vehicle behind him, which
he thinks may have even followed him from Barbury Castle.
The vehicle started to overtake him, indicating for him to stop.
He pulled over just at the end of the standing stones, a bit
przzled, since he was doing only 30 mph, and the vehicle halted

behind him.
A "policewoman" approached Robby and asked what he was
doing. He said he was trying to get to the .A4. He says he thinks
she was a policewoman because, although hatless, she was
wearing a white shirt and a black-and-white chequered tie. She
was very polite and helpful, asking if Robby knew the way out
of there. She followed him all the way to Marlborough, where
he stopped to telephone his girlfriend from a call-box, as he

was going to be late getting home (by now, it was nearly
midnight).
What Robby found most peculiar about the incident - and
what might link itwith Roy Hale's experience - is that the vehicle
the "policewomal" was driving was a white pick-up truck, not
with the expected blue light, but with spotlights on the roof.
TWo encounters with white "police" vehicles with spotlights in
the heart of crop circle country and at the height of the season
seems rather curious. And, of course, there's the later experience
of Louis and Louisianax in the same place. Sheer coincidence or was something special going on in the area last year?

LOOKING AT CROP CIRCLES (Patt2)
Richard Andrews continues his advice on inspecting crop formations'
WE WILL NOW address some of the things to look for in

a

crop circle at the beginning of the season, when the crop is green'
The impression is quite different, in that the cereals will be able
to reco-ver to nearly their original height, providing they are

not damaged by ioo many people "researching" the area' At

this stage ihere is no need to enter and cause more destruction
if your 6bservations show mechanical damage, i'e' breakage or
scraping off of the bloom on the straw, visible at reguiar intervals
on the laid crop.

at the crop for a little,
to adjust to the softer light, when many of
"y"t
the things you would not see by just looking down quickly from
of day will become apParent'
light
the brighter
Look for soiion top of the plants from peopie's shoes, because
if the night of manufacture has been wet, anyone trying to make
it is
a circie iarill leave soil over the laid part, so look carefully if
in
down
lower
show
will
deposits
soii
as
the
hard,
still raining
the straw. lf the floor pattern is laid by other means none of
Please note:

ytu will need to look down

while for yor,

these things

will

be Present'

If you think you can dowse the formationbe careful, because
you may be fooling yourseH. If you have not dowsed crop circles
with someone else for at least three years, do not rely on dowsing
as evidence. I am trying to show you that caution is the better
part of valour.
Oilseed rape and other thick-stemmed plants will izof show
any damage (i.e. broken, spiit or squashed stems) if they are
puit of *nit *e recognise as a real crop circle: they wi11be bent
at about 90" three inches from the ground in the centre of the
circle, and will be bent less and less as the swiri reaches the
outside edge - giving the effect of an upside down umbrella'
T,ater inih" t"utorl there is more to be seen as the straw is
now a golden or light brown colour.
Afteifinding your way to the circle by the nearest tramlines
(made by tractors), stop outside the circle, standing there to
observe,-after identifying the crop - as it may be different from
where you entered the field. Look for siSns of entry and exit,
i.e. heads being bent towards or away from the edge in less
extreme cases. Look at the swirled floor pattem' Is part of it
going in the opposite direction? Quite often this has been seen,
Itthougn theie seems to be no join where it has changed
directi6n. Is there a pattern under the top layer; are there
standing stalks and do these only appear on the upward swirl
when on a slope or are they seen throughout the floor pattern?
These things should evoke questions before you enter the circle'

They witl help you when you have entered the formation'
Measuring is very important. Make sure your measurements
are accurate and show where they are taken from' Now look to
see if the straws have been flattened and where this can be
ascertained, by first looking for splits between the nodes (little
solid pieces about every four to six inches along the stem), then
with the straw between the thumb and forefinger press lightly
to feel if the straw has collapsed. This will show if there is any
mechanical damage'
The way straw ii laid can be very different: some is flattened
from the ground as if pulled flat, without anybends in the straw'
some isbent abouttwo inches above the ground, and somebent
at about two-thirds the height of the crop (the iast being done
by birds).

Look for damage done by sheep, deer, foxes, badgers, hares,
rabbits, cattle or game birds, as this is quite often made into
mysteries by people overlooking the effects these animals can
have on crops.

Feet marks will give you a clue, especially when seen in
grapeshot, which may only be where someone spent the night
6r iested during the day, for the floor patterns have to be precise
if they are part of a grouP or a single circle.
Neirly all real circles are not round but elliptical' If they are

too perfect they must be suspect.

A11

good circles show

imperfections. I have not yet seen a perfect one which has all
the right ingredients.
Sometimes the floor pattern jl a circle has the swirl going in
one direction and then going under another swi'rl, or partly
showing one going in the opposite direction' Look at clusters
of a sinjle plant being several straws in a group from one seed:
you wif ul*uys notice that the outside straws from the cluster
are c,rrved from the roots so that they can all stand together
and grow straight from about two inches above the ground'
This 6end is often mistaken for a curve made at the base when
it went down as a circle.
When you are comparing anything from one circle to another
please check to see ii the same symptom,s are showing where
wind has laid down the crop, as this will show that they are
nothing to do with the laying down of the circle, but are from
natural causes.
This often occurs when people think they have found circles
or rings in a field of grass laid up for silage or hay' First of ai1,
look over the field and see whether it has a poor crop growing
there and whether there are any Parts of the field growing with
the grass dying off in a yellowish brown colour, the same as the
rinjor circle. Run your finger up and down an affected blade
of g"rass and see if the colour comes off on your finger' If it doe-q,
the'n you have something that will not affect the weeds - only
the giass. The ring wil1be caused by fungi growing just below
the iurface of the ground and taking away the nutrients from
the grass, making it susceptible to strikes of infections such as
rust etc.
The ring will show later in the year as a common "fairy ring"'
If you lifti piece of turf infected in the ring you will notice fine
wirite strands intermeshed in the soil beiow. It pays not to accept
stories from other people - instead, investigate yourself to prove
their worth.

My work is continuing on the nodes with pil-holes in them'

It is, at the moment, coming down on the side of natural causes
- like the sun - but I will give a fuller explanation at our
conference on27tlt. September this year.
Finally, I have left out some things to look for, and noi
answered some questions, in the hope that you will try to explore

and find some things for yourself. If you wish to wdte to me
with questions, I will answer through The Cerealogisl so that

,no.. ioJo.*ution to help the discerning researcher to look more
positively at the circles phenomenon is made available'
When new mysteries come into our lives we tend to speculate
and go on a trip into fantasy.
HJre is wheie people go wrong: instead we should analyse and
write down whai we reiily know of the mystery and use all our
skills to give us guidance' No room here for preconceived ideas'
These wild tp".rlutions can take us so wide of the mark that we
lose sight of tur objectives and thereby lose our credibility'
"Wliy not?" you say. "Can we not have a little speculation?"
It is ill very well to pursue a point but having done so you must
return to the point of this projection, if the iine of pursuit fades
into insignificance, and find other avenues to pursue'
Beware of speculation, as fantasy can take over!

REPORTSAND SKETCFIES
Miiller shares observations on and
diagrams of some of the 7996 formations he
surveyed. (Translation from the Germanby Ute

Andreas
Sayer.)

Date of discovery: l3th.July 1996
Crop: Wheat
Place: near East Kennett, Wiltshire
The formation found on 13th. July 1996 near East Kennett is

one of those pictograms that, like the ones near Cirton in
Cambridgeshire, we are not sure about.At a first glance they
don't look very convincing. Symmetry or precision are not
present. From the spiral inside to the crescent attached to the
ring the usuai exactness, which one is looking for in a "genuine"
formation, cannot be found. Nevertheless there are certain
features and reports that throw a more positive light upon the
formation. But one step at a time...

IAtrhile we were

measuring the formation another visitor entered

the field and started to ask various questions and thus

a

conversation developed. We learned that he and his friends had
seen strange things happening above the very field in which
the pictogram was found the following morning. He reported
that they had arrived in the area of the field at about 5 am. There
was fog above the ground and they noticed strange lights which
moved around, shining through the fog. At the same time they
could hear peculiar sounds coming from the same direction.
The fog was shaped cylindrically. After a while the fog lifted,
taking the lights and the sounds with it. It was stili too dark to
see anything in the field. They were later all the more surprised
to learn about the new formation.
He described the noise as a kind of high pitched "tri11ing".
Similar sounds have repeatedly been reported from fields in
r,vhich formations were found the next day. The sound ihey
heard was similar to the famous one Coiin Andrews and Pat
Delgado taped years ago. (We, too, had a "strange encounter"
during our examination of the formation, which I'11 report on
later.)

From the air the formation appeared "disappointing" and
unusual, but everyone who enters a field will get a different
impression when iooking closely at, for example, the various
details of the layering. These aspects always make me go into
the fields instead of flying over them in aeroplanes or ultraiights,
although the most sensible method of research is a combination
of both, because the formations are made to be seen from the
air in relation to the landscape. Flg. 2 shows the details:

Date of discovery: 20th.l:;Jy 7996
Crop: Wheat
Place: Roundway Hiii Farm, near Devizes, Wiltshire
Since 1991 the area near Roundway has frequently been visited
by the circlemakers. [n 1995 there were three formations in one
field, and in a field opposite was a fourth.In 1996, also, two
formations were found in the Roundway fields. Both were just
a few hundred meters away from each other. While the first
one showed the shape of a classic dumbbeil and thus reminded
us of the last season, the second formation was something
completely new. It almost seemed as if a kind of writing had
appeared in the field.
The whole formation consisted of three circles and a little
"drop".Inside the largest circle (which we'II call No. 1) there
was a "symbol" composed of standing crop. At its lower end
was the "drop". Abit to the east there was a second circle which
was completely flattened. Again, a bit further on there was a
third circle, which was slighily larger than the second one and
also flattened. Between the second and third circle lay a Lumulus
with the same diameter as the last circle and which thus fitted
into the whole formation nicely, as if it was purposely included.
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After having shown the measurements in Frys. 3-5 I want to go
into detail about the elements of the layering of the wheat which
gives each formation its individual shape and appearance. These
aspects become very clear in the following example. The sign:
one look atFig. 3 is enough to show that in order to create such
a symbol out of flattened crop it is not possible to do so with

the "norma1" spiral which you can find in ordinary circles. It

The larger clrcle has a diameter of about 15 meters' the smaller
These
one of"about 8.15m. The overall length is 24'7m'
pictograms'
long
of
ones
the
from
different
are
measurements
belonging to another category'

necessary to
becomes clear that different types of layering are
see in Flg'
can
you
achieve this. How this can be accomplished
6:

Date of discoverY: 7th.lulY 1996
Crop: Wheat
Place: East OakleY, HamPshire

4.

"Hieroglyph in Hants" - this was the titie of an article about the

Reaiew' Its shape indeed reminds us
of the figures found in the Nasca
or
even
of a kind of hieroglyph
before, other symbols had been
weeks
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The most exotic feature of this mega-formation is the shape
made
placed outside the circle, inside which there is a symbol
to the
is
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Date of discoverY: 16th.ltt1Y 1996
Crop: Wheat
Place: Roundway Farm, near Devizes, Wiltshire
a classical
The sign we want to examine now has the shape of
ago' Its
years
of
formations
the
us
of
dumbtel and it reminds
interesting
is
less
it
mean
doesn't
that
But
new.
shape is nothing

than others.

the tuamlines'
As can be seen in Flg. 7 the dumbbell lies across
shapes'
similar
of
pictograms
long
earlier
This is different from

CIRCLE CIRCUMSPECTION
Ronald

Hill

gives an overview of cerealogy so far.

WITH THE CLOSE of the circle-baggrng season, now might be
as good a time as any to reflect upon the present state of
Cerealogy.

Some of the subscribers to the Internet newsgroups are
predicting that the Hale-Bopp comet is in reaiity an enormous
spaceship carrying several million entities from the Pleiades
cluster, and whose role is to save us from the alien reptoids
already here.
If their predictions do turn out to be correct then possibly one
of these Pleiadians might happen to get bored with changing
our Earth into a place of Light and Love (whether we want it
or not). Turning for a iittle light relief to one or other of the
Crop Circle magazines or books, then our would-be intergalactic
saviour may find himself sorely puzzled.
Did someone ask why? WeIl, it would form the opinion that
in certain parts of England (or Hurengland as one allegorist
would have it) trigonometrically based markings have been
appearing in vegetation for some years past. The puzzlement
would arise over the gulf that exists between the beliefs of we
simple-minded Terrans regarding the cause and properties of
those markings.

Perhaps it might prove instructive to examine this situation
in a somewhat prosaic way.
The most obvious initial difference is between those adherents
who believe in a physicai cause and effect, and those who hold
that there is a metaphysical source and associated abstract
properties. Unfortunately, unlike Spock in "Star Tiek", many
humans have a way of using their innate lack of logic as proof
for their ow.n pet beliefs, causing the dividing line to become
blurred and in some cases to disappear entirely.
First of all let us have a look at the relative beliefs of the folk
involved. These fall roughly into five categories, viz:
(1) Those who believe that all formations whether simple or
complex, crude or refined, are made by paranormal means paranormal being used to encompass extraterrestrial, alien, and
incorporeal entities...The "Tiue Believers" of Cerealogy.
(2) Those who believe that all formations are man-made, but
are prepared to be convinced should evidence to the contrary
be forthcoming...The "Fence Sitters".
(3) Those who believe that complex and "clever" formations
are man-made, but plain simple circles could owe their existence
to rather more intangible modes of formation...The "Realists".
(4) Those who care less about how and why they are formed as
long as they are newsworthy atd/ or marketable...The "Vested
Lrterests".
(5) The sceptics (or for those who frequent the Lrtemet - skeptics)
who argue with the "true believers" just for the hell of it...The
"Sceptics".
Going a little deeper into the first category we find that the
true believers cover a wide spectrum of belief systems, as a look
through the pages of past crop circle magazines soon shows:
InThe Circular for ]une 1991 we find that the Crawley Downs

complex was decipherable using pre-Sumerian glyphs. At
Cheesefoot Head the language was TIFINAG, used by the
ancient Norsemen and Berber tribes of North Africa. h 1992
UFOs were blamed, and a link between the Hopi Indians and
crop circles was claimed. Headaches were caused and cured by
entering circles, and dowsing was brought into play to discover
the whereabouts of circles.
In 1993 we learnt of a " gizmo" that "picks up signals from

other dimensions"...the entities detected by the gizmo also
"communicated telepathically about the higher aspects of

reality", which they said are divided inio "parallel universes at
right angles which can communicate through the contactpoint"
(sic). A whole gamut of physical and psychological conditions
were now being claimed from someone who had eaten grain
taken from a crop circle, whilst camera failures were reported
by the same experiencee. Claims were now being made that
circles were to be found on ley-lines, energy centres and the
Earth Grid. Astronomical relationships with formations were
being discovered and Shamanism entered the picture.
By 1994 meditation and chamelling were being called into
use, by the faithful and the hopeful, to bring about circles in
their own vicinities. Psychics were in touch with the Earth
Goddess via her intermediaries.
1995 saw articles on Pentagonal Geometry and Landscape
Meaning. and bottles of water buried in circles were claimed to
gain mystical properties.
1996 invoked a Generic Torus Knot and Chaos Theory to

explain things, with fractal-type designs becoming
commonplace.

Turning to the phenomenon itself, 1996 experienced

a

welter

of different types of formation ranging in design from the
mundane to the exotic (or perhaps some might feel that "sublime
to the ridiculous" would be more appropriate). As in previous
years the vast majority of formations appeared to be those that
could be drawn on paper using a pair of compasses, and were
broadly curve-based. The sceptics will no doubt add that one
could substitute field, pole and string for paper and compasses.
Once again there was a dearth of formations without curves
but involving only straight lines and angles. One wonders,

"why?".
We progressed through a variety of petal and blossom shapes,
skinny figures, Mexical style syrnbols and abandoned not-sodeiiberate mistakes, long strings with circles, pretty mandaias
and funny faces. The Thought Bubbles and Scorpions of
previous years had now developed from a simple string of
pearls, through tentative fractal-type shapes, to eventually burst
forth into 1996's offertne irr East Field, of superimposed sine
waves. Not to be outdone, Stonehenge sported the "made before
your very eyes while you wait" spiral, which was ostensibly
meant to be a Julia Set, but unfortunately ended up deformed
sufficiently to let it fit into the field - but still very spectacular
nonetheless. Then to the grand climax at Windmill Hill with
the 1,996 piece de resistance, a triple spiral arm design containing

no less thar.192 circles.
Where does the phenomenon go from here lrl1997? Looking
at a field covered in virgin snow the nagging thought arises as
to why the circles do not appear out of our summer season.
Would not a plain white fleld offer a better canvas for alien
doodlings than a field of rough brown corn or one of coarse

it too mind-stretching to suppose that the
circlemakers can travel through light-years of freezing space
and yet find the British climate too much of a chatlenge?
Likewise, what type of physical agency cannot, or will not,
perform in our winters?
Do Earth grids, ley lines, Nature spirits, energy fields, UFOs,
rape plants? Is

astronomical relationships, musical scales and the laws of nafure
become strangely inert from September to ]une each year?
I think that in our hearts and minds many of us will entertain
the lingering suspicion that Homo Sapiens is the one agent most
affected by the weather.
Oh...and of course footprints show up in a field of snow much
more than in fields of wheat or tramline-free linseed crops!

PHOTO GALLERY 1996 - PART TWO

a.

A FINE SUMMER FOR CIRCLES
The ubiquitous and indefatigable dowser Michael Newnrk presents his conclusions on some of
t]ne 7996

formations.

THE YEAR STARTED slow1y again, like the summer of 1995,

but once the first formations came along the rest seemed to
follow soon after. Coton (near Girton) in Cambridgeshire had
two large genuine crop circles to start the ball rolling. Both of
these were reported by Diahann Krishna, who drives down the
M Il on her way [o work.
The first formation appeared in oilseed rape on the west side
of the road on 12th. May. It was a large circle, 95' in diameter,

with a unique standing shape inside it and a long 85' path
coming out of it on the east side, ending in an 8.5' grapeshot.
The standing shape looked like an embryo with a head and
bodir, the crop running anti-clockwise away from the head
shape.

The next crop circle came on 12th. June on the other side of
the M11 (and part of the same farming estate), in barley. This
dowsed genuine, with leys and a spider's web of concentric
and radial earth energy coming from it - Iike the first formation.
This new circle was 700'-707'in diameter, contained a crescent

of standing crop in the middle and, like the other formation,
had a long path on its east side, of 157'. This path had small
crescents coming off it in two piaces, making it look like the
root of a plant. The crop 1ay was disturbed u,ithin the circle,
with parts radial and parts clockwise. The path on the east side
swept away from the circle.
The dowsing pattem of this formation showed 117 radial earth
energy lines at the circumference wa1ls, with 30 concentric earth
energy lir.res. Many leys crossed the circle, with a Yin line and a
geo-stress line as we11, yet the overall energy (of both these two
first crop circles) was down on last summer: the power was not
as strong. While Diahann and I were ir-l ti-re barley circle we

heard a static discharge coming from the east side of the
formation. We took pictures from this area and Diahann got
photo anomalies in hers: smal1 balis of light over the circle.
With the first two genuine crop circles showing reduced
natural earth energy compared to last summer, I r,r.atched the
power situation across the country. On76th./77th. May all the
ancient sites dowsed reduced power of about90"/,, so now both
the crop circles and our ancient sites were dowsing at much
lower'levels. I think something happened in the cosmos to affect
our natural planet magnetic power leve1s - but what?
A formation had been leported in Sollum, Lancashire, but I
could find only one 21'diameter circle when I went and looked,
but there was pouring rain and heavy thunder at the time. Not
the day to walk about with a metal camera pole!
East Oakley in Hampshire had two early genuine rape
formatjons in May, and two cracking crop circles appeared at
Barham, Cambridgeshire and Coodworth Clatford, Hampshire
- both of which were out of this world. The small circle at
Cherhill, Wiltshire I liked, and Leicestershire saw three large
genuine crop circles at Lutterworth, Catthorpe and Blaby (a
nine-pointed star). Things were getting better and better as time
went on.
Morville in Shropshire had an eye-shaped crop circle form
on the hili west of the road, being about 45'Iong and 25'wide.
Bayston Hiil near Shrewsbury had two circles form one day,
with another four the next night. They all dowsed genuine, with
concentric and radial earth energy lines and leys, but the farmer
would not allow any research done. Just south of those came a
"dragon's foot" crop circle in the same field as last year's

formation.
Duloe, Bedfordshire, near St. Neots, had a large genuine crop

circle in barley. Over 144' across, it was an odd-shaped circle
within a circle, but dowsed very strong in its pattern. Tth.July
saw the best crop circle of the year form at Stonehenge. What a
formation! Full of Yang earth energy - enough to kill an elephant.
A lot of women felt ilI in this crop circle when it was first formed.
Extremely high power swept in from the east coveriag it ail very strong male energy - that's why they felt bad. In places
one ley formed more than one circle, being part of an interlaced
ley pattern covering the entire field. What a crop circle! They
don't get any better, do they?

Roundway Hill (near Devizes, Wiltshire) had a nice
"dumbbell" on it, with two small circles over the hill to the east,
one of which grew a 50' tail some days 1ater. The bigger circle
on its north side I never liked, but the rest was fine with leys
and power. One part of the tail jumped down the tramline to
form again 12.4' further down the field. Magic.
Sibson in Cambridgeshile had two rings joined by a curving
path form near the airfield, in wheat. The northernmost ring
had a 44' long crescent on its lower edge, half the crescent on
each side of where it met the ring. A very neat and tidy
formation. This larger ring had 180 radial earth energy lines
and 33 concentric earth energy rings within it. The smaller ring
had 75 radial lines and 20 concentric lines. Christine Saltmarshe
visited the formation suffering from a headache. She felt okay

in the large ring, but worse in the small one. The former
contained a female Yin line passing through it, while the latter
was just maie orientated, along with the connecting path. Did
the Yin line help her, I wonder?
TWo formations which came in Essex at Littlebury Green I
liked, one of them being a 280' "flower" design. I dowsed the

crop samples genuine, with strong aura. The formation on
Waden Hill atAvebury was nicknamed the "alien's head". \.{4ri1e
I could not get any samples from it, I dowsed it genuine while

driving past during the summer. It dowsed well from the
Beckhampton road and Stone Avenue, so I'm happy it was
genuine. (Hope I don't upset any croppies in saying that - I
only report what I find, fo1ks. It does show that we should not
jump to conciusions. It looked odd, I agree, but it dowsed strong
- that's the message.)
Wythall, south of Birmingham, produced three nice crop
circles. All of them were found by Sheila Watkins while out
walking the dog. The first two came in wheat and were about
12' in diameter, one of them having a 10' tail on its east side.
Both were swirled anticlockwise. They formed over a grid line
of leys, one passing through both, running east to west, with
each having a north-south power flow of 1ey. Both \\rere very
nice and tidy. Sheila found the third circle, in September, when
her dog kept barking at it ir-r the field tilI she walked over. (Does
it now get free CCCS membership?) This clockwise circle was
28' in diametel and a little misshapen. It contained an eye-shape
of standing crop on its west side and had a 4' tail on its south
side, where the ley left the circle.
This formation was only sma11, but it opened up a new line of
research for me to fo1low next year: samples from the soil at 4"
deep proved to have a stronger dowsed aura than those taken
from grould level within the formation. The deeper the stronger,
which must show that power to make crop circles comes from
both above and below ground 1eve1.
This is something I must now follow up this year. I need to
include soil samples taken at greater depths than those taken
before in genuine crop circles, in case this formation was just a

one-off.

wall edges it contained 99 radial earth energy lines with

Hopwood, south of Birmingham, produced a late crop circle:
a double-ringed circle in barley, close to a housing estate. The
farmer would not allow people into the formation during the
day because of damage to the crops. The children of the estate
had already added circles to the formation when I visited, but
it was genuine, with ieys and spider's webs of radial and
concentric earth energy coming from it. On the west side of the
formation was a grapeshot with a special crop lay: it was
clockwise and segmented, overlapping first one long, then one
short length - very pretty. The middle ilner ring of the main
formation had some sort of "writing" in it. It looked like the
Pyramid Text I have seen in books and it dowsed powerful every mark and scroll. The angle of the ringed circle to the

concentric earth energy lines, and a female Yin line passed
through the formation.
This report is about some of the crop circles I liked last year. I
didn't visit all of them, but some of them just took your breath
away with their beauty. The power of the leys and grids of leys
has grown now for the last four years. It's increased 50% each
year since 1992,but a reduction of 50% took place in December
of 1996. During the first week 50% of the ley pattern was gone
and the ley grid pattern near my home, where the .4444 joins
the A5, disappeared as well.
It's not very bad news for croppies: we are at the same point
of ley power as we were in the summer of L995, so it's down,
but not out. How this wili affect the circles for 1997 remains to
be seen. Perhaps a late start again, and not many very large
crop circles in our fields. Acycle of power is ebbing and flowing
in the planet - I think in four-year cycles we see the rise and fail.
Time wiil tell.

grapeshot was 50".
This formation was also part of the ley grid pattern made just
last year across parts of the country. It contained 7 leys passing
through the crop circle with power flow north to south. At its
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Time to face the truth
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to happen. The greed, corruption, power and control of man
are the things that are destroying this sacred planet. We are
taking everything from the earth and are not respecting her as
a living, breathing entity. She feels pain, and I knbw that in the
very near future mankind will feel her anger and power.

from Mary Barrett

I would like io give answers to a few questions which I have
asked myself in the past and which I have leamed through
various sources over the last eight years.

WHOARE WE?

put on this planet for a reasolr, which is to leam
about who we really are. Mankind and a1i living creatures are
spirit and we do not, and cannot, die - we just pass on to a
higher vibration. This planet, which I consider to be our motheq,
is really a school and we are all in a learning process. Our aim
as individuals is to evolve spiritually until we reach a point in
our existence where we no longer have to be reborn to this
planet. Man is a creature that does not leam by kindness (which
is a sad fact) so he has to learn by hard lessons. This is very
important for mankind to realise, for until he does, he will
always suffer and never evolve.
We were all

WHAI IS THE CONNECTION BETWEEN CROP CIRCLES
AND UFOs?
I believe that the authentic circles are forms of communication
laid downby UFOs. These symbols are ancient messages which
I believe are gently letting mankind know and accept their
existence. \fhen you think about it logically, so many artifacts
have been left on this planet for man to decipher, but he either
misinterprets them or the truth is being kept from the wor1d.
My daughter and I went to Stonehenge on 31st. Augustl996 to
see the "Julia Set" formation. On the evening before I'd seen a
UFO and asked quietly to myself for a sign that "they" were
friendly. At Stonehenge my daughter lay down in one of the
circles and when we got home she noticed on her left leg below
the knee a ring with a circle in the middle. She rubbed it and it
did not fade. It was there for weeks. Even to this day you can
still make out where the impression was.

TIME IS RUNNINC OUT
WHERE DO WE COME FROM?
Forget what most scientists tell you and what you were told at
school. We did not evolve from apes or from the ocean. That is

a ridiculous theory. We are genetically engineered by our
creators.

I am just an ordinary person who is just trying to tell the truth
to the people who are prepared to listen. Our planet is going
through many physical changes. This happens every 26,000
years andwiththe new milleruriumbrings anew age (the golden
age). Before we reach the new age there will be chaos and turmoil
Earth gets tid of the bad that has made the planet what it
is today. She is basically rebelling against the many years of i11treatment and disrespect, and man must change his ways and
start to take care of and nurture her. We are at present in a very
evil age. just look at what is happening around our planet: wars,
famine, drastic weather changes. These are all significant to what
future events hold. Peop1e must char-rge their ways. They must
once again live in peace with each other and with our space
brothers and sisters. This is our only salvation.
as the

WHOARE OURCREAIORS?
Our creators are exkaterrestrial beings. We look like them, which
people find hard to believe. The typicai grey beings are, in fact,
clones ald are programmed to do certain jobs. Mankind was
seeded by the ETs, who also seeded other planets.

WHAT IS OUR CREATORS'PURPOSE?
Our creators'purpose at this present time in Earth's existence
is to save the

planet from destruction. If man destroys this planet,

which he is very near to doing, it will affect the balance of other
planets in our solar system and our creators cannot allow this

(Questions would be gratefully received and answered if anyone
wishes to write: 3, Mountbatten Court, Admirals Way,Andover,
Hants. SP101PN)

Photo anomalies
froxt Tirn Mnyne
Pltoto 1 r,rras taken in the "Julia Set" at Stonehenge at.-rbout 5pm
on 25th. July 1996. It shows my friends Vicki and Paul in one of
the tr,r,o circles in this formation to har.e a ring around it. (Any

significance?) When I took the photo there r'r.as nothing in the
sky ars far as I coulci see. Horvever, u,hen the photo r,r,a-ts
cler,'eloped it sl.ror,r,s what appears to be tr,r.o UFOs, aiso the edge
of a strange looking cloud, surrounded by b1ue, in the upper
right hand corner. These images appear on t1-re negatirre and do
not seem to be .-r fault.

Photo
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Experiments
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for an experiment imrolving stone circies. Basicalll.
it's based on the ide.r that the stone circle bullders did not have
the technologv to create, find or use other: materials - such as
metal pillars, natural crvstals in giant form (rock crystals of a
foot in height at learst, u,,hich couldn't have been mined or
collected from;-r11 over the w'orld till r-rs1n.) or er,ren glass columns,
either in pure form or r,r,ith metallic (and conductir.e) material
contained rvithin them.
The idea is to replace the stones in the circle, or to put the
metal or crystal columns into place betr,r,een the stones and see
r,r,hat the reaction is. lt is dor-rbtful that the reaction to this initially
rt,ould be strong enollgh to need protection from its effects, as I
believe there lvor-rld be just a skrlr. br-rilchrp over time or nothing
much at all, but if there are any fears about it, insulated diggers
could be used to put the columns in place.
The reasoningbehind the experiment is that there is evidence
that crvstals r.r.ere used to coat some stones (cemented on) and
others lr.ere made entirely of crr,rde quartz blocks (trt,o circles
in Cornr,t,all), so perhaps this effect is r,r,hat they r'r.,ere trying for
originaIl1., but larcked the technology or resources of the modern
r,vorld and so settled for second best. We, of course, can do better,
and the question arose in m), mind - r.vhat 1r.ould happen if r,r.e
clid? Would there be any measllrable result? Alas, I lack the
resources to try it out myself but I thought you might have, or
I have an idea

Plutto

1

I had been hoping that I lr,ould see or photograph a UFO
during our 6-day visit to Wiltshire and m,v rt ish came true on
both counts: although none of us saw the UFOs ln the photo,
r.r,hen we r,r,ere clrir.ing back to London on the night of 30th.
Jul1. u,s

had

tr

strange sighting.

drlving on the A40 betr,veen Cheltenham and Oxford at
about 11pm r,vhen I spotted tu,,o bright lights coming through
the clouds. I thought thev lt ere lights on the rt ings of ar large jet
at first. The plar-re seemed to be moving too slor,vh. as it
I

r,r,as

descended, so as it passed overhead (approx. 1,000'up) I asked

Vicki to look at it. I asked her r,r,hat shape it r'r,as. "A tri.rngle,"
she replied. She sar,r, lights on each tip of the black triangular
craft. Shc thcn said that it appeared to be hor.ering. I u.ish I had
stopped to look at it in detaril, but for some inexplicable reason
I carried on driving. Vicki u.atched it hor.er until r'r.e had drlven
too far to see it.
Becarnse I didn't see the UFOs in Pl'toto 7, they are, strictly
speaking, anomalous photographic images. Plnto 2 is one I took
in.r house in Chillingworth Roard, North London, in 1987. I sarv
nothing unlrsual at the time, but r'r,,hen processecl, the negative
and photo shor,r,,ed these tlr.o lines of energy moving through
the air. Although they are of ditferent sizes, the;, seem to mirror
each other.

Finally, I r,r,ould Iike to mention besides visiting the "Julia Set"
u.e also visited the "Double-He1ix" (at Alton Priors) and the
"Alien Face" overlooking Ar,'ebury. We also lor:rked arour-rd the
smarll museum in Avebury, that shor,r,s its historl, and objects
excavated there. One of the exhibits r'vas the skeleton of a 4'
humanoid with a very large skull and eve sockets. Obviously
an alien "Grey"t Hor,r,ever, everyone u,as happy to accept it as
the skeleton of a deformed chiid, as labeiled. Still - a DNA test
might prove otherwise!
An1.wa,v, my congratulations to the circle-makers for their
fantastic masterpieces of the season.

at least the lniluence to get something off tl-ie ground that I
couldn't..
A friend of mine started me thinking about a corn circle
experiment that would drag the subject back into the limelight.
Do you remember the cross-reference experiment of the SPR?
Well, u,hat if it u,,as replicated to pror.e telepathy u,as involved?
Different people all over the lr,orld invoir.ed in crop circle
research, including sceptics, draw a design they r.r,ant replicated
then place it in a bank for safekeeping and as proof it r,vent in
before the design appeared. Next, the1, concentrate on it
intensely for a night ancl trl1 through the night, lvhile thinking
about'lvhere the1, wnr't1 i, ,,', aPPear (indiyiduals ensure collusion
is ruled out and increases secrecy, as apart from the copy in the
safe, it's ail based on memory ancl r.isualisatior-r).

various
Another idea I had was for a literal iigsaw' in which
formula
or
mosaic
a
giant
up
make
together
.i..f" designs
so
".op
urli, or-t." again] the dlsigns are put into envelopes' shuffled
they
then
and
design
no one knoits which one contains which
or organisations'
are sent out at random again to various people
above'
as
with the instructions

t'rom Da'oe Probert

(Note - Dave did a cross-check of iocations of 1995 crop
formations and the "Michael" and "Mary" ley lines described
Lf Uu^tn Mi11er and Paul Broadhurst in their bookThe Sun
intertwini'ng
oirA grc Serpent. The lines extend snake-like and

coast-to-coastfromCarnL6sBoeiinCornwalltoHoptonin

two
Norfolk. An imaginary line can be drawn between these

*ni.tt co;icides with the May

Day sunrise' This is the

;straight 1ine" referred to below)

near the
Wandlebury, Cambridgeshire: on the Mary line and
Icknield WaY.
1lne
Liff"y, H.ttfordshire: between the two; is on the straight
drawn across the countrYside'
iewington, Oxon: ditto I is on the straight line but not actually
on Michael or MarY lines'
Aston Rowant, Oxon: very ciose to the Mary line'
Kingston Sturt, Oxon: noi on lines, but is on Ickni'eld Way'
ThaLe, Oxon: close to Mlchael, but not on it'
Chinnor, Oxon: close to Mary, but not on it'
it'
Oxford (near golf course): close to Michael' but not on
line'
Toot Baldon, Oxon: rzery close to Michael
line'
West Overton, Wiltshire: very close to the Michael
line'
Michael
the
to
close
very
Wiltshire:
Beckhampton,
line'
Mary
the
on
Witttnte:
Hiit,
Silbury
Avebury Down, Wiltshire: on the straight line'
close to
Roundway Hill (x3), near Devizes, Wiltshire: ai1 very
the Mary 1ine.

Waden Hi11, A.,ebury, Wiltshire: right on Mary line'
line'
Avebury Avenue 1xi;, Wittsnire: very close to Michael
of
to
crossing
close
very
Wiltshire:
East Kennett (Sanciuary),
lines.
MarY
Michael and

Three-dimensional geometry
fi'om Michael Butotus

Flg. 3 in

jim Lyons' article "Formations Numeronics"

good scrub aftei they've got back on^Sunday nights'

'

Th"y obviously uie

Afzufl aUTOMAIIC

powder' and are

go round Ma's on Mondays - it's wash day'"

Pipe organ circles
from Charles M. Rrrgg/es
Adamiak
I became acquainted with Ron Russell through Shari
inevitably
discussions
where
ago,
years
of
a
couple
CSETI
and

works' I
got ,orrla to crop circlls and their ilspiration,for art
for
designs
circle
crop
use
to
E"gur-, to feel impelled
the two
that
decided
and
organs
pipe
my
on
orriamentation
university organs I w'asaboul' to construct would be perfect'
The overalidesign for the organ in Cleveland State University
in Cieveiand, Ohio nad been submitted prior to construction'
installed them
but no one knew of the crop circle desi'gns untii I
and a couple
technician
piano
The
recitalhi1l.
the
in
organ
the
on
"people
but no one
were'
they
knew right away what
of other
they were'
what
them
toid
I
either
else had i clue. if they asked,
them to
want
you
whatever
be
';They
can
said,
or sometimes
them' I
be." In any case, everyone seemed quiie pleased with
iift the
to
holes
finger
as
e.rer-r sneated one on the centre roof
roof for tuning access.
It might be Jf interest that the two ensemble rehearsal rooms

tte organ studio have pyramidal roofs with Giza
proportioni and the music department promotes the

near

iomposition and performance of ail styles of new music'
up with the
W'hen designlng ttre facade of the organ I ended

is a
iarge triangu'iu, ,pr." above the pipes in the centre' This
pipes'
the
of
lengths
natural
.ori^orl airangement using the
(see
The space just lried out foithe Barbury Castle formation
photo).

' I have recently returned from installing the organ at

Four
Susquehanna University in Selinsgrove, Pennsylvania'
I
told
Again'
appropriate
designs from the 1995 r"uro'l
'""''"d'
several
installation
the
During
beforehand
designs
the
no oie of
were
people asked whit they were, and I told them that they
them'
1i'ked
irop circie patterns. Everyone apparently

(T/re

and we
Cileabgist # 17, page 10) is drawn in two dimensions'
are told that the geometry is slightly inaccurate'
and
a three-dimensional model be more appropriate

Would

more accurate?

Regular hexagons and pentagons .occur in splendid
conflguration in the Buckminster Fullerenes' The most
comm"only quoted is C60. They also occur in footballs'
Ho* *orrid three-dimensional geometry fit the "Buckyball"?

Intergalactic TriPPers
t'rom Mike Rogers

IwasinterestedtoreadRonaldHill's"IntergalacticTrippers"

# 17),with its useful charts depicting that Alien
for
Circlemukeis prefer weekend days and summer months
putting down [ormations'
' He surmises that, iike Earthlings, aliens must work five days
(The Cerealogist

week and then have ti.me to nip Earthwards to 1ay a few circles'
At the end he asks - "Or perhapJ there is a simpler explanation?"'

a

Uorlauy is also thei.iWash Day when they all get their grubby
,pu..rrl , in the tub. It also indicates what a polluted place
Elrth is these days, forcing our alien companions to have a real1y

in force on
so p.ord of theresults that they are back.here
It all
indicate'
also
charts
Hill's
Mr'
as
off,
show
to
i"Jtauyt
"We
can't
say'
to
reminds me o{ a childhood friend who used

The Michael & MarY Lines

poittO

It's my hunch there ls a bit more to it"' His charts show
"X"'
remarkabie inactivity on Mondays' Obviously on Planet

(Contact: 13641 West Cednr Dti-oe, Conit'er, Colorado 80433' USA)

Strange noise in East Field
from Lorna Symons
On Sunday, June 30th'1996 a friend and I visited the "Doub1eHelix" at Alton Priors at about 8.20 am., when suddenly this
weird noise started. It was quite loud and can only be described
as a triiling noise. It was difficult to pinpoint precisely whence
it came, but standing with my back towards the Adam's Grave
end of the formation and pointing, it appeared to be at roughly
10 o'clock into the East Field' Michael, my friend, thought it
was further away, but as he said, it was rather like birdsong: it's
all around you but you can't exactly determine the source' It
wasn't birdsong; we could distinctly hear skylarks, but I suPpose
the sound was bird-like'
The noise stopped as suddenly as it had started' By this time
the
a man and his dog had ioined us. He asked if we had heard
it
was'
we
think
did
what
extraordinary noise and
Now the nearest thing I can liken it to is a toy I remember
from way back: it was something on a stick or string and you
whizzed. it round and it sounded like a bird - the faster you
whizzedthe more like a bird it became. I was trying to explain

this to the other two, and it suddenly struck me as odd, that
here I was standing in a crop circle, waving my arm around in
a circle and saying that that was the noise produced, the noise
the circle makes, iort of thing...The man with dog moved off,
when suddenly he tumed and said, "Listen, there it is again'"
And so it was, coming from the same direction' Once again it
ceased abruptly. We went in the direction of the noise but we
could see r-totttlttg. So we moved on to the other formation in
the West Kennett area.
In that formation we met a couple who were new to the area
and were on their way to Avebury. They had been in the East
Fieid that morning at 4.30 am and had also heard this strange
round and round we go!
noise, so

-

(GW's note: The Australian aboriginals use a device known as a
iorabora,wT-ich is a flat stone on the end of a cord, swung round
and round at high speed, to produce a strange whirring noise'
This is used in iitril ."tuttlonies and dances which are often
performed in flattened circles of grass located at special-sacred
sites. These circles, which often resemble crop circles, are known
as bora rings.)

LEONIE'S ASTROLOGICAL COLUMN
event to occur recently was the arrival of
speaking as an Astrologer & Crop Circle researcher the most significant Astrological
rules an Astrological sign' Further
speaking,
Astrologically
systim,
solar
in
our
uranus in its own sign, Aquarius. Each planet
Saturn rules the sign of Capricom & so on' The
examples are: the Sun rules the sign of Leo,, the Moon rules the sign of Cancer,
it tums up strongly featured in the astrological
of
times
reason why I consider Uranus to b"" so significant is the considerabG amount
events, genius, tomorrow, chaos, all things
unexpected
rules
which
charts of Crop Circle researchers. Uranus ii t]ne awakener planet
Aquarius'
all,
of
siSn
unusual & the most unusual & unpredictable
into capricorn until January 12th.7996 when it
Uranus went into Aquarius from April 1995 untit May 1d95. It then went back
we will have plenty of unusual, unexpected,
went forward into Aquarius & it will stay in Aquarius until March 2003, I expect
Circle environment & community' As an
the
Crop
in
definitely
most
unpredictable, awakening experiences, both personally &
of the 12 signs of the Zodiac, during the
for
eich
"look
see"
a
have
to
enjoyable
&
Aquarian myself, I thought it would be beneficial
Sr.t Sign over the next four-month period'
yeir. Belo* i look at
"r.h
Starr.
Lighl,Leonie
&
Love
for the future. The above is particularly relevant for those born
ARIES - masculine-fire-cardinal. Saturn the Great Teacher, planet
Aprll 27th. through to May 12th. ,though all Taureans will
of order & structure, has been in your sign since April 1996 &
experience great changes taking place'
will remain there until June 1998. So a restructuring of your li{e
is
a
very
is taking place. Aries, ruled by Mars, the god of war,
GEMINI - ma sculine-air-mutable.Duritgmost of this four-month
active & dlmamic sign which does not like the grass to Srow
period Mars, the planet of dynamic energy, will be in the sign
under his feet & definitely does not like to be patient or cautious'
it vi.go, which *ilI give you a quick kick up the backside, to
However, if you are to benefit from this trarLsit, then a liitle inget yJu moving even faster than you already do! It will be
Those
help'
depth soul searching & reorganising in your life wiII
details &
be
particularly
will
9th'
farticuiarly ut"fu1 it focrrsing your mind on unusual
boin March 27th. through to April
the
with
coupled
This,
way.
your
information that come
affected during this 4-month period. Also while the Sun is
a
will
make
Aquarius,
in
Uranus
of
energy
awakening
transiting Aries from March 21st. until April 20th' yorr should
is
very
focus
This
in
Gemini.
sun
your
to
aspect
wonderful
The
outer
get a positive boost to all the restructuring going on'
strong for thoie born May 26th. through to May 29th', with all
will shine
fturr"tt, IJranus in Aquarius & Pluto in Sagittarius,
Gemi-tis experiencing the awakening, expansive energy of
teautifully on your hird work & imbue you with new found
that
|upiter also, inAquarius. Remember, Gemini, that with all
independence & a true sense of freedom.
is going on in your life at present, do take time out to rest &
.u"I-tu.g" yor. batteries, otherwise you may experience burnoutl!
TAURUS - feminine-earth-fixed. The sign I associate with love,
fnere wiil be plenty more of the above to come in the future,
care of the earth, ecology & the environment, the earth goddess
so, have some patience & pace yourself.
will be experiencing restlessness mixed with a certain degree
which
change,
of frustratilon during this four- month period' For
CANCER - feminine-water-cardinal. One of the most sensitive,
is very much the order of the day, is di{ficult for Taurus, unless
emotional & intuitive of signs, will be experiencing
they ian see the order & reason for it. With Jupiter & Uranus in
opportunities to develop all & more of the aforementioned'
the unpredictable Aquarius this will not be easy to recognise,
Emotional manipulator can be your second name, Cancer, when
according
not
go
hence iestlessness & frustration as things will
you lose confidence & feel insecure. With so much change going
is
however,
gifts,
greatest
Taurus's
to the Taurus plan. One of
on in the heavens & on earth you will need to draw on your
the ability to go within, ground & meditate in peace, while all
own inner emotional balance & truth to avoid manipulating
is going on around them. This gift will be very useful during
to get it for you. Believe me, you are very capable of
others
visions
&
thii time & will enable you to gain helpful insights

others' you
doing it & remember that, by caring & nurturing
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ult" ,oiititir" thil gift in many ways' So in these. coming
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WHICH SIDE ARE YA ON, IIM?
Jim Schnabel, circle-maker or circle-making-claim-faker, the man every diehard croppie loves
to hate, has recently investigated Remote Viewing. Bob Duruant spent some time in training
with him and offers the following enlightenment, in a long but - we're sure you'llfind fascinating article. (Part two next issue.)
IN

I knew Dames had been trained by
Swann, which gave me some confidence that I would have a

1992 I attended the TREAI conference in Atlanta, Georgia,
organised by psychiatrist and UFO abduction researcher Rima
Laibow. One of the speakers was a new name to me, and to

Swann protocols. Also,

nearly all of the 200 attendees - Major Edward Dames, recently
retired from the U.S. Army.

development my tax money had paid for. Nor did Swar.ur try to
dissuade me when I announced my intentions.
TWo weeks before I was to depart for Albuquerque, Swann
called. "I've decided to teach a fellow named ]im Schnabel, and
I can teach two about as easily as just one, and you are welcome,

Dames stunned the crowd with what struck me as a
preposterous tale, even in the context of the dozen other
presentations dealing with such arcane topics as the UFO
abduction claims. He spoke about a psychic skill called remote
viewing, developed in secrecy at the Stanford Research Institute,
and then appLied by teams of military "viewers" on a systematic
basis to gain information about operational targets of great

interest to the American intelligence community. Remote
viewing, said Dames, was a latent ability common to the human
species, but it required long and demanding training.
Another name unfamiliar to me was invoked several times
during this presentation, by way of singling out the central
figure in the development of remote viewing. Later, I got the
speliing right: Ingo Swann.
Upon returning from Atlanta, I calied a friend who has spent
decades in parapsychology, inciuding laboratory work. "Psychic
phenomena" was a subject of only passing interest to me. I was
unread ald ultutored, and didn't really care that much about
it in the first place. But I wanted to run the Dames story by my
leamed friend, and fully expected him to draw on his fund of
special knowledge and dismiss "remote viewing" as arrant
nonsense. To my great surprise, he said that such a skill does
indeed appear to exist, and has been replicated at various
laboratories over the years. He was unaware of the military

tutorial pipeline back to the exhaustive research and

if you want."
This was one of those offers one can't refuse. I cancelled my
appointment with Ed Dames, who was upset but gentlemanly
about it. And I leamed that Schnabel had also signed up with
Dames, but cancelled when Swann made him the offer of
instruction.
As Swanl explained the situation to me, Schnabel was a
journaiist who wanted to write a book about remote viewing.
Schnabel had obviously done his homework on the topic, and
had already interviewed most of the "names" in the open
Literature, but Swarm told him that the only way to understand
remote viewing, particularly if the goal was to write a competent
book about it, was to learn the skill. That is why Schnabel had
signed on with Dames. Then Swann got to ruminating about it,
and decided that perhaps the writer of the definitive book on
remote viewing ought to be taught by the original "armchair
traveller," as Targ and Puthoff had whimsically dubbed him

programme, but knew through the parapsychological grapevine

during the epochal early research at SRI.
That's what I knew about jim Schnabel when I rang the
doorbell at Swann's lower-Manhattan townhouse in the early
morning hours on Day One. My main concems were this thing
called remote viewing, the 12 days of instruction that loomed

about the work done at SRI, presumably under CIA

ahead, and the seeming impossibility of accomplishing the goal.

sponsorship.
With this sobering confirmation in hand, I wondered out loud

why this skill had not been followed up. Where was the
parapsychological community? Where was the scientific
community at large? The response was an exercise in sfudied
diffidence. Yes, this seemed to be real ESP. But there were many
other examples, and researchers had no funding, and all positive

findings in the field were instantly attacked by the organised
sceptics, and the press always misrepresented the work, and
who cares, anyhow? This was my introduction to the mind-set
of academic parapsychologists - diligent researchers but beaten
down by an unthinking sceptical culture to the point where they
avoid the most dramatic evidential results, and instead hide
behind clouds of statistics.
Several months after this conversation I was invited to an
afternoon at the summer place of a prominent Manhattan
psychiatrist with a long-standing interest in the paranormal.
The guest of honour was none other than this mysterious fellow,
Ingo Swann. I listened to his rather short talk, and then
introduced myself over cocktails. That was the beginning of a
deep friendship, and a pivotal point in my life.
By 1994 I had done enough reading on remote viewing,
interspersed with discussions with Swar.rn, to persuade me to
take the plunge. Swann was not teaching, and said he would
never teach again, having had enough of that at SRI, among
other vaguely proffered reasons. So I signed up with Ed Dames,
who at the time was the only source of instruction using the

My partner turned out to be about half my

age,

with dark

hair arranged in detberately inforrnal style, skin fair and smooth
like a child's, and a bit of pink in the cheeks making him appear
much younger than his 30 years. His manner was reserwed to
the point of reticence, and there was an air of unease or even
evasiveness about him. He had the disconcerting habit of rarely
iooking you in the eye during conversation, preferring to stare
at his shoes. But he seemed to have a keen mind, the ability to
express ideas precisely, and a sporadically evinced but genuine
sense of humour.
The days of training that followed were long, intense ordeals.

I

came to appreciate Schnabel's reserve, because a more

emotional person might well have caused a serious problem in
the pressure cooker of Swann's Academy.
Generally, we shared at least the mid-day meal, and there was
plenty of time between training sessions when the three o{ us
would talk. Despite the ample opportunity,I learned little about

]im Schnabel. He had a bachelor's degree in electrical
engineering, and had worked for a firm developing electronic
devices for aviation applications, until it went out of business.
This seems to have been the only "real" job he had had since

graduation from college. He had written two books on
paranormal topics, one on UFO abductions, the other on crop
circles. He was enrolled at a university in England and was
hoping to get a doctorate in the sociology of science. Much of
his spare time at Swann's was spent on the telephone - to
England, he confided - and on occasion he would receive a call

from England. It was hinted that most of the transatlantic
telephoning had to do lr'ith a lady friend.
Oiher soutces told me tirat Schnabel had worked for the CIA
u,hile in England. I didn't raise that, it seeming to be not the
sort of question a gentleman r'r''ould ask of another gentleman'
ancl I only raise it here because other parties confronted hirn

with thii and in response he freely acknor'r'ledged his

enrplovment rt ith that "firm" , thougl-r he savs it \ /as long ago

tui;rwav I r,r,ould imagine there r't'as nothirrg sinister about
this, just the sort of thing manY temPorarill' expatriate

or-rd

Americans are asked b)t their country to do from time to time'
nhich is to rePort on activities of other Americans that might
r /arrant a cloier iook. Which of us, if asked, wouldn't do the
same?

Swantr's curriculum began lvitir tlt'o 12-hour da1r5 61
extraordinarily intense drilling on the theory of t:emote vier'r'ing'
We learned about the difference betr'r'een automatic and
autonomic, what a limin is, and what it is not This came iu
fairly short doses, usually 30 to 45 minutes in duration, oftt'n
accompanied by overhead projector "slides" that stil1 had the
dust oi Menlo Park on them. Then we rt'ould be i-rsked to write
a short essay on lvhat we had just learned, or tried to learn'
Then on to another topic. And so on for til'o ler\- wearying
days.

fhe object was to teach us the theory of remote viewing, along
u,ith all ihe carefully recorded details of hort' it rvorks, per the
many years of research at SRI, in order to help collapse the

cultural barriers that almost force us to reject the very possibility
that something like remote vier,r'ing exists or can be done by
mere mortals. We even hacl homeu'ork. This consisteC of reading

various technical paPers, none of them dealing directly with
remote viewing or any other "psvchic" topic, but all of them
pertinent to, and supportive of, the theorl' of remote viewing
as derreloPed at SRI and now taught to us by Sr'l'ann'
With this out of the \(rali \ve began remote viewing' Swann
uses only geographical coordinates (latitudes and longitudes),
and for our course stuck entirely to geographical locations or
structures. There lvere no etrents in the list of targets, just sites'
Both Schnabel and I progressed at about the same pace, r'r'hich
is to say that we made no Progress at all the first day or two,
while we made repeated attempts to produce an icleogram in
response to the infinitely patient droning of North and South
and East and West from Sr'r,'ann's end of the long table where
we worked.
The sites, like the teaching siides rt'e had seen earlier, were
originals from SRI' Manila folders contained colour photos of
each site, together with worksheets from previous students who
used the same coordinates. The outer face of the folder showed
onlv a latitude arrd longitude, and a notation about the "phase"
level the particular site was meant to evoke in the trainee' When
Swann left SRI, he had been given the folders, numbering no
less than 2,600! On occasion Schnabei and I peeked at the work
done by our predecessors, partly to judge their results against
ours, and partly for the titillation of seeing some very interesting
names, some of whom have no publicly known connection with
remote ,,riewing.
At some magic moment, one of us ( I can't recal1 which) finally
let it happen, and Produced a real ideogram' Whether from
morphogenetic resonance or just practice I can't say, but from
that point forward both Schnabel and I were doing well' We
were taken through various stages, patiently and systematically,

as our "preconscious processing" got more sensitive and
productive of correct data about the site. I especially remember
one session that Schnabel did that astonished me and also
brought out more than a bit of jealousy. The coordinate was
that of a platform manY miles off the east coast of the US, lt'here
the Air Force had a radar station. Schnabel made a beautifuily

precise sketch of the p1ace, the platform, the sea around it, the

iarge pl;rstic balls enclosing the radal antennas, and, to make
things better (for him), he had a little something harrging off
the side of the platform that looked mighty like a sma11 crane'
When Slr,anr-r shor,r'ed us the feedbtrck photo, there it all r'r'as -

including the cr.rnc!

Schnabei r,r,as something of a r'vhiler. He r'r''as forever argtlmg
n ith Sr,r,ann about this or that. Usr'ra1ly this amounted to nothing'

But once Schnt-rbel comPlained in the rnidst of a session that
Slvann lt'as "leading" him.
-'vould
Often dr-rring the initial phases of our training Srvann
r'r'ould
rt'e
statements
indil'idual
on
feedback
gir.e us instanl
make, br-rt only to the extent that r'r'hat r'r'e had said or r'vritten
r,r,,;rs "correct", "incorrect", or "can't feed back" in those instances
r,r,here even thottgh he kner,v r'vhat the site \ ras, he could not
sa1, if a particular statement made by the l'iert'er uras corl:ect or
not. In iater phases of training, r'r'e u'orked almost entirely in
silence.
Schrrabel's complaint about behg "led" evokecl the onlv realiv
heated exchange between the two that I obselved during the
entire programme. (I can attest that Swann had not been leading

I was resting on a cotlch nearby, in a t:everie, and
only half-listening to the action at the table, until things got
loud. It \\,as one hel1 of an exchange, with Sr'vann refusing to
budge, and tellilrg Schnabel that he never, but never, led a
SchnaLel.i

stud-ent, and that Schnabel lr,'ould either apologise or pack his

bags. Schnabel r,r,asn't the least bit resilient, instead giving
Sln.-ann what-for, but eventually he backed off. Incredibll', after
all this, they simply continued the session, with a very good
remote rriewing job done by Schnabel on the target'
I have already hinted that Schnabel is not an easy man to drar'r'
out or to talk to about other than business matters' But I am

much the same sort, and so is Slvann. So it was a surprise lvhen,
after one particuiarly good session, r'r'ith all of us n'ondering
out loud atout this marvel called remote viewjng, that Schnabel
spoke to me in a rate moment in lvhich the rt'all of reserve broke
down. He said that he had sPent so much of his life studying
.lnomalies, or alleged anomalies (like the crop circles and the
UFO abdr-rcti.ons about r'r'hich he had written entire books) and
thnl svglvwhere he looked, he discovered bunk and nonsense'

"But this, this is real. This is amazingl" he said, staring me
straight in the eye.

r'r,'e r'vere reqttired to write summaries
the sites that n'ere remote viewed
listing
done,
had
we
of what
and our personal evaluations of holt'r'r'ell u'e did Those selfcritiques, together with the work sheets, are stored in Swann's
files. As theiourse progressed, both Schnabel and I continued
to add our personal apPreciations to what was obvious from
the work sheets.
Or-r the evening of the tenth day of training, Sr'vann

At the end of each day

unwrapped blocks of modelling clay and announced

nonchaiantly that our task for the foilowing dav would be,to
make

a

clay model of a site. This struck us as an absurcl leap for

pair of neophytes. But the next day came, and T r'r'as as usual
the first man at the table, Schnabel preferring to sleep late in
a

Swann's penthor,rse, while Swann and I ate breakfast at a local

diner and then returned to begin work. With this routine, I
wouid be nearly finished by the time u'e heard Schnabel
bounding down fir.'e storeys of metal stairway to the basement
workshop. The r,thoie building u'ould shake as he struck the
steps, leaping over four or five at a time. Then he lt'ould creep,
silent-Indian-like, down the remainirrg flight, in order not to
disturb us.
Starting with nothing other than a latitude and a longitude, I
construcied out of clay a fairly accurate three-dimensional
model of a temple located somewhere in southeast Asia' The
r.ery unusual carved concentric designs on the temple spires

are clearly depicted in the model. I am very proud of that, and
Swann, to whose credit all this really redounds, has expressed
himself as equallyproud. He keeps the model handy, and shows

it from time to time to persons who inquire about remote
viewing.
Schnabel took over the table after I had cleaned up my mess.
About an hour and a half later he had produced a clay model,
with necessary cardboard appurtenances, that was a dead ringer
for the dam at Lake Victoria. This includes the unique spillway,
and the roads on either side of the dam, as well as the lake behind
it and the river into which the dammed waters flow. A superb
job, and a job that thrilled all of us, mainly ]im Schnabel, the
very accomplished remote viewer.
That was the last time I saw |im Schnabel. I had finished 11
days out of the agreed-upon 12, but was called away on
business. Schnabel stayed for day 12, which consisted of doing
one more clay model. This was of a unique buildiag in the
American Southwest, and again he proved unambiguously the
power of remote viewing. These three clay models, mine and
Schnabel's two, stand as an unanswerable argument on behalf
of remote viewing.
After we parted company, Schnabel and I stayed in touch for
about nine months by way of sporadic telephone conversations.
Shortly after finishing the Swann course, he visited Major Dames

and took three days of training. His purpose was to learn
anything new that he could, and also to compare the methods
used by Dames with those he had been taught by Swann.
Ultimately, Schnabel was preparing for his Great Book on remote

viewing.
It was an enthusiastic Jim Schnabel who cailed to teIl me about

his three days with Dames. Yes, Dames used random-number
coordinates instead of geographic coordinates. Yes, oddly,
amazingly, that seemed to work. He described two or three
targets that Dames had given him, and his success with them.
Dames was definitely doing some things a lot differently from
what we had seen at the hand of Swann, but the bottom line

was that Schnabel came away favourably impressed.
Parenthetically, Jim Schnabel is certainly the only person ever
to have been taught by both Swann and Dames, and is just as
certainly the only person who wilt ever be able to ciaim that
accomplishment.
At the time Swam decided to cooperate with Schnabel, there
was every reason to beLieve that Schnabel was a very competent
writer. He had already produced two books, Round In Circles in
1993, andDarkWhite in1994.In addition to that, he had written
for learned journals, such as Science, Technology, afid Human
Values, the journal of the Society for Social Studies of Science.
He was also published in periodicals of repute, such as the
Washington Post, the lndependent, New Scientist, Science, the
Obseroer, and the Economist.
Swarm had been warned that Schnabel was a die-hard sceptic,
that his closest associates were to be found in the ranks of the
Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the
Paranormal (CSICOP), and that his true motive was to ridicule

remote viewing, as he had ridiculed the claims for the
paranormal provenance of crop circles in Round ln Circles, and
the claims for the anomalous nature of the UFO abduction
reports inDarklMite.

Both books are marked by a highly literate style, breezy,

urbane, easy to read even when fairly difficult topics are
involved. UFOs has been a hobby of mine for decades, and I
was amazed by the range of reading that Schnabel had done
for DarkWhite, evident in a multifllde of appropriate allusions
to really rare concepts and publications. Then he spent a great
deal of time with principals in abduction research, and
befriended "abductees" until he had spent long enough with
them to get a flavour for their life styles and thought processes.

justified in ultimately dismissing the abduction
claims as psychopathology, pure and simple, is another matter.
I think his conclusion is premature, but that is beyond the scope
of this discussion. In arry event, Dark \Mite is by {ar the best
skeptical treatment of the abduction enigma, much more useful
than Philip Klass's humourless and frantic LlFO Abductions: A
VVhether he was

DangerotLs Game.

This in fact was the only occasion when we exchanged sharp

words, with Schnabel telling me that the UFO abduction
s;mdrome was simple to explain: "They're just crazy, th at's all."
wondered, rather aggressively, what Schnabel's credentials as

I

a psychologist were, and why he thought the multitude of
professionals in that field who had published contrary views
were so egregiously wrong. Swann stepped in and told us both
to shut up. We did.

But Schnabel's grand view of the "paranormal", in the
CSICOP definition of the word, is fairly summed up in his own

words from the closing sections of DarkWhite:
"Of course, the modern UFO phenomenon involves much
more than tricksy abductees. It involves unusual things that fly
around in the sky, and groups of people who attempt to study
those things. In that sense it should fall squarely and safely

within the realm of science. Yet there is something about UFOs
and ufology, an obsessing oddness, that attracts like moths to a
light not only psychics and hysterics and tricksters and shamans

ald

shamanesses, but also conspiracy-theorists, schizophrenics,
obsessive-compulsives, con-men, craxks, misfits, impostors, and
deviants of every description. The ordinary and congenial are
there, of course, and I don't wish to offend them, but too often
they are outnumbered, or at least outshouted, and whether the

ufological issue at hand is abductions or crashed saucers or
government cover-ups, one's sanity is always at risk."
We11.

Round In Circles l.:ias a frontispiece contattng just this line,
which I believe must be the guiding motto, or perhaps the
accumulated wisdom of the disappointing life experiences of
|im Schnabel: "We wait for light, and behold, darkness, and for
brightness, but we walk in gloom. - Isaiah 59: 9." Interestingly,
the frontispieceof DarkWhite contains a quotation from another

religious figure, Agobard, Bishop of Lyons (A.D. 800).
The foreword tells us that in the summer of 1991 Schnabei
was a graduate student in England, and apparently had a bit of
time on his hands, because he noted all the fuss in the
newspapers about crop circles, and decided to go have a look
for himseif. lAlhat he saw, he wrote a whole book about. Here is
a relevant portion of the author's foreword:
"I never gave up hope that some kind of scientific advance
would result, directly or serendipitously, from the study of crop

circles. But the brief glimpse

I'd had of Meaden, of his

volunteers, of the assortment of other characters who had visited
the secret site that day and night, convinced me that the most
interesting aspect of the phenomenon was the human one - the
obsession with anomaly, the longing for meaning, the wouldbe scientists and the would-be shamans, the paradigm shifts
and conspiracy theories, the intrigues, scandals, love affairs, libel
suits, con games, hoaxes, pagan rituals, demonic possessions/
midnight epiphanies and countless press releases."
A blurb written by Robin McKie of the Obseraer, on the back
cover of the book states: "Without judging, or being patronising,
he tells the story of each happy nutcase's involvement in the
crop-circle saga, mainly through their own words. It is an
endearing, absorbing account." The Crop Watcher is quoted in
approbation: "an excellent and highly detailed account of how
the crop circle myth was conceived and promoted; a hilarious

romp through a series of disastrous mistakes, desperate
eccentricity and outrageous

storytelling.,,
(To be continued...)

TFIE OLIVER'S CASTLE VIDEO: YET MORE
FIOCUS-POCUS...
George

on offer'
Wingfieldcasts a sceptical eye over the latest video "evidence"

LIKE MIt SANTILLI'S "Alien Autopsl"' scam' the oliver's
Castle Video (OCV), shon'ing mysterious balls of light
apparently forming the "Snorvflake" crop formation' continues

to attraci attention on the Internet u'here a number of

that
desperately seeking croppies try to convince the rest of us
it is genuine. Theii ardent belief may be undimrned br'rt any
in
pr"ter-r.e that the video is genuine must by nort' be sharttered
of
priest
high
the
Andrer't's,
Colin
even
vieil, of the fact that
a
fake'
all
as
it
rejected
has
croppies,
jar.r.,tatl' 1997
Iir arr e-mail letter sent to Erik Beckiord on 29th
'
Colin wrote:
"I can assure vou that r'vhen all the information that is knort'n
&s cl
is placed into the public domain, the OC video u'ill be s€en
the
as
it
as
fal
to
fraud. There alre some very r'vorrying asPects
Mr
it
all
of
centre
the
lohn
is
in
original plan:rnd the manwho
Wuie. ltist 'mar''be' this man has been put to lr'ork on his first
disinforrnationlob by people in high places u'hom he met r'vhile
all things'
at Nottingham iJniversity, studyilg f61 a degree in' of
againll!!ll"
u'ork
at
Sam
Uncle
'America]r Studies' - Naughtv

There are ser.eral incontestable reasons for beliel.ing the r,ideo
bogus er.e'n r'r'ithout the information u'hich Colir-r has collected
ty.ri" of a private detective agenc\r' First-and foremost is the
fact that "1otrn Wheyleigh", the Person rvho procluced a copy
is

ofther,icleoinTheBargelnnandslror't,eclittoPeterSorenserr
Colin
ancl Paul Mguy - though his primarv target was ahvays

Andrervs - iJari "il-r.'isible" Person Besides the copy of the video'

heleftbehindhinronlyamobiletelephorrenumberandtlris
was ahvaYs unobtainable and later appeared to have been
discontinued."lol-,r',\A/heyleigh"isundoubtedlvaborror'r'ed
or fictitious rrame, though r'r'hethel the persolr masquerading
Wabe
as Wtreyleigh in The Barge lnn was, or was not, Johl
remain-. irr doubt.
Is it belier.'able that such a dubior-rs character lr'ould produce
was there
a gentiine piece of fi.1m? If it r'r'as genuine, r'r'hat need
the
genuine'
been
film
tl-re
had
foi sr-rch anonvmitv? Surelv
to
come
willing
too
onlv
been
have
it
would
shot
person lvho
?o.*a.d. and eager too to collect anv royalties on r'r'hatever
commercial use \,\'as made of the film segment? Of course' but
in this murky case the OCV film r'vas deliberatel,v dumped on
Colin, who hadbeen targeted as the croppie most iikely to accePt
it as genuine.
In Jontrast, Steve Alexander shot a video tilm of a bright object
moving o\rer crop fields near the great Milk Hill Pictt)gr'rm of
or vanish au'ay
]u1y 19!0. Did h; cloak himself in anonvmillr
wiihout trace? Certainly not, and the genuineness of Steve's
film rvas confirmed mclnths later by a tractor driver (lr''hose
tractor apPears in the footage) r'r'ho said he had seen the
unid.entifled object pass above him' Steve is norv well known
to most of those in the lvorld of crop circles and, r'vhaterter his
film shou''s, there can be no suggestion that he faked it like

"Wheyleigh's" r'ideo fi1m.
I. o. u."..,-panying article, Paul Vigay mentions "r11 sorts of
additional ,"rtor-tt foi believing that OCV w'as faked - not the
at
least of r,r,hich is that the camera was set up pointing directly

the field where the crop circle would appear, conveniently filling
the field of view of the camera thus focused Now, isn't that an

amazing coincidence? The formation unfolds on the video in

just a few seconds. Interestingly, the straight pathrvays are seen
to fo.m 1ast, despite the fact that it could be clearlv seen on the

ground at the time that these pathu'ays r'r'ere underneath the
iay of the crop in the satellite circles and must have been laid
don n earlier. Hor,r' does any advocate of the film being genuine
explain this ?
Paul has used his computer hardr'r'ate and software to produce

a r.ery similar piece of video film to Mr "Whevieigh's" OCV
That ihis can be done in a fer'rr hours r'r'ithout highly expensive
and specialised equipment gives the 1ie to the claim often made
footage
on the Internet thit it r'r'ould be impossible to fake such
simplr'
That
r,r,ithout considerable expertise and expenditure
ago in
a
used
vear
r'vas
argument
same
is not true. Exactly the
ir"r that case
trre
u'asn't
it
"a1ien
autopsy";
bogus
the
of
defence
and this urg.,*"r-lt is not true nor'r'' Nerrertheless the dwindling
band of stJi'rv-eyed advocates of OCV being genuine still pttt
fonrrard such arguments.

Colin Andrert'i' suggestion that this was a disinformation
project, possibty inspired bv the US government is' hor'vever'
more clifiicult to sustain. Perhaps he u'ill put foru'ard anv proof
he has that this w't-rs the case? His e-mail message to Erik
Beckjord continues as foilon's:
'1ot "r. Wute set up business rvith a video/TV companv in
Briitol rvhere thev make higl-r quality videos for the television
and pop music industry and 1.rave t-rl1 the equipment that is
If I
,-reeded'to have made the sevelal versions of this OC video'
rvill
rve
I
think
can find the funcls to continue this ir-n'estigation
have the evidence to prorre the involvement of other people
(some rve11 knor'r'n ,n'itl-tr-t the crop circle field) and perhaps
Uncle Sam too. I spent an hour r'r'ith mY cletective agent in UK
recentiv ancl it is clear that something rrery well planned is
involved. It is also clear that more than one film version is
involr,ed."
"Other people...some very r'vell known within the crop circle
fie1d", says Cotin. Wett, lt'elll It is not hard to guess lr'ho was
to
reall1, behind the OCV scam in that case and r'r'e don't have
Castle
Olivel's
the
before
evening
the
look .r"ry far. On
"Snowfla'rte" formation appeared (August 10th 1996) circlefaker
Robert Irrring came to The Barge lnn to meet another circlefaker,
Paul Marnn. It should be emphasised that lrving w'as not seen
often in the Barge in 1996 since he lives in London, about eighty
rniles at{a},. Ap"parently he rvas hearrd to say that there lvould
to
be crop circ1es that night, though no other circles are known
have been made anwvhere else.
Later Irving and Mann left the Barge and drove together in

thedirectionofLockeridge.Afterthatitisnotknor'vrrrt.here

they r,vent. Hort'ever, I believe that it is very significant that Paul
Ma'nn (together \,vith Adrian Dexter) had made a fine set of crop
"Three
circles, kinr"rt as the "Three Nested Crescents" or the
Torcs", at Oliver's Castle - near Devizes, just seven miles from
the Barge - in july 1994 (see The Cetealogisl #13) This was in the
adjoiniig fietd, on David Leonard's 1and, to that in rvhich the

"Snou'fiake" was found on August 11th' 1996 Hardly

a

coincidence: I have little doubt that Irving and Mann made the
"Snort flake" formation.
In view of the fact that Irving had also createcl a photograph
of a flying saucer in an aircraft hangar at a NATO base in Italy
(w'hich was published in Forteart Tinrcs) using computer
techniques to combine tr'vo digitised images some months
previouslli it r,t'ould be fairly remarkable if he was rlof involved
in the OCV scam given that he was there on that night' I have

already made this accusation on the Internet, only to be met
with the usual barrage of malicious abuse from Irving himself.
Nevertheless, as they say, the truth is out there, despite the
fact that the perpetrators of such scams will always deny it and
the starry-eyed, desperate to believe, invariably suspend any
critical facilities which they may have.

From Paul Vigay:
ON THE EARLY morning of Sunday 11th. August

1996

perhaps

the most controversial event ever occurred in the world of crop
circle research. A six- petalled crop formation appeared beneath
the slopes of Oliver's Castle hill fort, just to the north of Devizes

in Wiltshire. Not unusual, you may think. But this time the
whole event had been caught on video. Less than twelve hours
later a young man, initially wanting to remain anonymous,
tumed up in The Barge public house in Honey Street, Wiltshire,
with what was soon to become one of the most hotly discussed
videos in the history of cerealogy.
The video was a short sequence, only some twenty four
seconds long, but showing not only the creation of the crop circle

but also the movement of alleged UFO batls of light. Could this
be the Holy Grail of crop circle research?

The Video Sequence
The brief clip started with a wide view of the valley lying to the

west. This then zoomed into to arr empty field belory and then
zoomed back to the original wide shot of the valley. This was
presumably to show the local terrain and was filmed before the
crop circle appeared. There then appears to be a brief edit in the
film, because it immediately jumps to a zoomed-in view of the
field (still no crop circle present) with two balls of light travelling
from right to left across the field of view. As they reach the left
side of the frame they circle round, travelling away from the
camera, and fly towards the top right of the fuame. As they get
to about half way across the frame, the crop formation starts to

Doug and Dave type scam to try and set the subject back again,

I wanted to take a much closer look at the video and do my
own analysis, especially as my professional line of work is with
computers and graphical effects. The first apparent flaws I
noticed in the video concern the actual view of the field. At all
times during the creation and subsequent flight of the ba1ls of
light, the camera remains stationary, fixed at a preset zoom. By
coincidence, the zoom is exactly set so that the completed crop
formation exactly fills the field of view without having to zoom
out or move the camera.
In fact the camera shows a distinct lack of movement, aLmost
as if mounted on a tripod. For example, the balls of light fly out
of view a couple of times and no attempt is made to follow
their movement - surprising if the cameraman was wihressing
actual IIFOs flying around. If you get the chance to watch the
video for yourself, use the telegraph pole in the field as a marker
for movement. It remains in exactly the same position
throughout.
Also, the action on the video seems to contradict actual ground
obserwations. Visiting the formation on the ground, the outlying
pathways go underneath the lay of the satellite circles,
presumably being formed first. However, on the video, the

satellite circles can be clearly seen to form before the
pathways.The shadows in the irrne4, large circle also don't seem
right, but due to the quality of the video I viewed, it was difficult
to analyse them to satisfaction.
On 11th. August sunrise was at 5.44am, which is after the time
when the video was allegedly filmed. The sun would rise from
behind the cameraman's back, to the east - and don't forget that
it was filmed looking down the valley, so Oliver's Castle itself
would mask the sun's initial rays. Before sunrise there would
be no visible shadows, and in fact I'm doubtful if the light would
be as bright as it seemed on the video, but this is my subjective
view in the absence of an interview with the cameramar.

The Cameraman

aPPear.

Although initially wanting to remain anonymous, I can reveal

First the large central circle appears, followed by the outer
satellite circles, before the interlocking paths are laid down last.
The whole creation sequence lasts just two to three seconds.
Throughout the formation of the circle the balls of light continue
to move to the top right, before veering to the left and appearing
to go through the hedge on the opposite side of the field. Their
brightness appears to dim slightly at this point. ]ustbefore they
leave the frame at the top of the screen, a third ball of light
appears from nowhere, seemingly from the hedge in about the
middle of the screen. This moves rapidly towards the right, just
missing the top right part of the formation. It disappears off the
screen to the right, only to reappear travelling to the left slightly
lower down, circling around the formation. As it moves to the
left it is joined by a fourth ball just above it. Both balls fly past
the formation and disappear off the left hand side of the frame.

the cameraman's name as John \Atrheyleigh (fW), from Bath. I'm
revealing this because aII attempts to contact him have so far

A second later they reappear, flying to the right, obviously
having circled round in an arc wider than the zoom setting on
the camera. One appears to fade out at this point, whilst the
last one continues to fly to the right before leaving the frame on
the top right, just below the level of the hedge. The video clip
then stops.

Observations
When I first viewed the video in The Barge I was initially
impressed. In fact, who wouldn't be? The video appears to show
indisputable proof of a non man-made crop formation. Just what
researchers have been looking for!
However, I never take things at face value and, fearing another

failed, and I believe knowledge of his name may help others
identify him. Initially, when he arrived at The Barge on the day
of the formationhe was very nervous and visibly shaken, fearing
that the MOD or CIA may be after him. He wanted to speak to
Colin Andrews or Peter Sorensen. Peter was in The Barge and
was one of the first people to view the video. Colin Andrews
subsequently obtained the video by signing a contract with John
Wheyleigh. The details of this contract are unknown, but it was
alleged to allow Colin to handle world-wide media interest in
the video.

The Doubt
Initially, people were impressed. Word got around and quickly
the entire crop circle community knew of ihe footage. However,
after a subsequent showing in The Barge approximately one
week later, when I was present, the general opinion was
beginning to turn to doubt, especially when I pointed out some
of my observations.
How did JW know where the crop formation was going to
appear in order to preset the zoom on his camera before it
appeared? Why didn't he naturally follow the balls of light
around the field? After all, they could be about to create another
crop formation in a nearby field. Both myself and Peter Sorensen
decided to analyse the film in greater detail. We played it
through on a high quality, single frame video. The first thing I
noticed was that freezing on a single frame revealed that the

balls of light were perfectly formed with no motion blur' As
they weremoving quite rapidly across the field of vieu', you

would expect to

see some

kind of blur on a single frame'

Technical Analysis
A video film is made up of a number of frames, individual
images being shown in quick succession. if you like' In fact, a
normal video runs at 25 frames per second.
Generaily each frame of video consists of rvhat is known as
trvo fields. If you look carefully at a TV picture, you'll see that
the picture is made up from a great many lines going vertically
down the screen - 625 in all, forming a complete picture'
These 625 lines form two fields - one consisting of all the
evenly numbered lines and the other with all the odd numbered
iines. The two fields together form lt'hat is known as an
"interlaced" picture. The initial sequence of the video, i e' that
showing the zoom, seems to be interlaced' i e' both fields are
present. However, the animation bit (n'here the crop circle
ictually appears) seems to be non-interlaced, only consisting
of a single field. Tl'ris then reverts to interlaced at the end of the
sequence.

suspicious and would impiy that some kind of
have been used to generate the crop circle
could
computer eifect
- r,r.ith no interlace.
appearing
^tnt
t"iat to two possibilities: either ]W rvas involr'ed in the
hoaxing of the video, by setting up the camera and filming the

tnit it illgnty

"-pty
*uitir-tg

fi"ld before it was made, then making it himseif or

whiist friends made it and then filming the completed
crop formation before editing together the two pieces using a

video mixer with a circular wipe facility and finally

superimposing the ba11s of light over the toP, or he was lucky
enough to visit the formation just after it had aireadv appeared,
filmed the formation and then manually removed it in a studio
on a computet before again superimposing the balls over the
top. Out of these two scenarios, the first is more likely, and easier'
Hor.,r,ever, in the interests of research and amid growing
arguments as to the genuineness of the vldeo, I decided to
p-dr." -y own video, just to see holr' difficult to make it really
would be. Some "believers" had claimed that it r'vould be
impossible to fake without expensive, professional r'ideo and
computer equipment - something presumably lW didn't have
access to.

Well, neither do I, except a home comPuter fitted \{'ith a PAL

video mixer and genlock card (to outPut and mix computer
graphics with a TV picture). If I could do it within tn'elr'e hours,
ihen I reckon any hoaxer intent on debunking the subject and
with access to a video studio wouid easiiy be able to produce it'
I set myself a limii of four hours, just to see if it was possible'
To my surprise, my end result was quite acceptable, and would
be even higher quaiity had I given myself more time. As it
happened, I completed it in just under three hours.

Reproducing the Video
For reference, and for those who ha'u'en't seen my version, I
visited the fietd later in the day, after creation, and filmed some
ten minutes of footage on a Hi-8mm camcorder. This was for
my own research and reference' Being a computer Programmer
I was able to write my own animation software as I couldn't
find any suitable "commercial" software. This may be one
reason why people say it can't be done. I took a sequence of
footage from my original 8mm tape and digitised it into the
computer to obtain a static colour "scan" of the field in question
- in broad daylight and containing the completed crop circle' I
then darkened the video to make it look like early morning'
This was easy, using a standard " gtey" fade set to approximately

85% fadeout. I then re-scanned this into the computer and
"painted" out the crop circle using a paintbox package - so as to
obtain a field with no crop circle in it.
Having obtained a "blank" field in the computer, I then wrote
a small p.og.u* to take a real-time video source (m)'original
Bmm tape) and do a circular fade of the computer image with
no crop formation. I did this in three Parts to replicate the I{
video. i.e. the main circle appears, then the outer circies and
finally the pathways. The computer handled all the animation
sequence here and I recorded the output onto VHS tape' I
recorded onto standard VHS tape and not professional taPe so
that the graininess of the copy u'ou1d make the end result look
more authentic. This gave me a VHS video coplz of the crop
formation appearing in the field. I now needed to add the balls
of light.

Aaaing the balls of light was the easiest job, again, having
written my own compllter software. I played the VHS tape of
the crop formation appearing (in approximately 3 seconds)
through the computer and whilst it was going through the
computer I mor.ed the mouse around the screen to trace out the
movement I rvanted the balls to take.
I could edit the path if I made mistakes. The computer stored
the mouse movements and allowed me to replay the sequence,
substituting a "ball of light" for the previous mouse movements'
I then replayed it and edited it until I liked the result' At this
stage I could also edit the fade between video and computer, to

make the balls of light seemingly grow dim or brighter
depending on position. It would also be possibie using my
software to add "random" X/Y movements to the path of the
balls, to simulate camera shake.
Again, I replayed the sequence in the computer until I liked
it. When complete, and I n'as happy with it, I rerecorded the
whole thing back onto VHS tape - being careful to simulate the
correct interlace information in each frame (this is manually
controllable on my computer system).
The whole sequence took me just under three hours to produce
from start to fir-rish, and includes camera-shake and cameramorrement to follow the balls of light around the field - which
the original JW video did not. In all, I was reasonablv pleased
with it, and I could certainly produce a better version given a
longer time. I deliberately rushed it because I wanted to see
juslhor,r,
quickly it would take to produce acceptable results'
Free copies of my "computer created" version are available
by sending me a blank VHS tape and return postage. Or-rlv PAL
versions aie currently available. (Address: Paul Vigal', Digital
Phenomena, 104 Manners Road, Southsea, Portsmouth, Hants'
PO4 0BG.)

Conclusions
From a technical viewpoint, the video is very well made The
movement of the balls of light is very "fldd" and smooth' The
action appears to take place in real-time and it looks impressive'
However, when subiected to scrutiny and technical analysis,
major flar,vs start to apPear. I am personally convinced that it is
a hoax.
Whoever perpetrated the hoax obviously had access to fairly
elaborate video equipment and computers, although it would
not require large amounts of money, as has been suggested by
some researchers. I estimate you could do it with under f,3,000

worth of equipment. However, it is well made and was
obviousiy planned. Was it an attempt to fool Colin Andrews,

who was first researcher to be approached? Colin has a high
profile in the worid of crop circle research and any organised
ittempt by the hoaxers to discredit him would surely need
careful planning. At the time of printing, Colin has publicly
stated that he too is sceptical of the footage, foliowing his own

analysis. If the hoaxers' aim was to mount another Doug and
Dave b1ow, then it has backfired. We can't really analyse the

video much further without interviewing, at length, ]ohn
\Mheyleigh, who took the video. However, he seems less than
willing to come forward. To date, no one has managed to track
him down to ask him further questions.
One further, interesting, observation was made by ]oachim
Koch, a German researcher, who noticed that the name of John
Weyleigh's colleague was |ohn Wabe - an unusual surname.
Readers who are familiar with the "Alice" books of Lewis Carroll
may be interested in the following coincidence. Alice falls asleep
and dreams, both in Alice in Wonderland and Alice Through the
Looking Glass.

In the latter, Alice finds

Copies of this are available to anyone who sends me a blank
videotape and a return SAE with the appropriate postage.
There have also been some recent discussions on the Internet
as to the possible visibility of a second video camera in the pan
shot towards the end of the original sequence, indicating that
Mr Wheyleigh had two cameras set up. This is not visible in the
copy I have, which extends to 24 seconds. There are also rumours
of a second, Ionge1, video clip available, extending to 49 seconds.
Again, I have not seen this clip, so my analysis is only relevant
to the original, short, sequence I saw in the Barge. Readers can
be sure of more information as and when I get it.
Paul has his own zoeb site, which can

be

found at

book in which tl'rere is a nonsense
poem called "Jabberwocky" which goes on a bit, but the piece

http / / r atnb ow.medb erry. c om / erigrr.a / index.html

we're interested in is in this biq later she meets up with Humpty
Dumpty (who looks like a big egg with a face and arms and

Other crop circle related sites which may be of interest-

a

:

legs):

http: / / www.hrc.wmin.ac.uk/circlemakers /home.html
"You seem very clever at explaining words, Sir," said Alice.
"Would you kindly tell me the meaning of the poem ca11ed
'Jabberwocky'?"
"Let's hear it," said Humpty Dumpty. "I can explain all the
poems that ever were invented - and a good many that haven't
been invented just yet."
This sounded very hopeful, so Alice repeated the first verse:
'Twas brillig, and the slithy toaes
Did gyre and gimble in the rnabe:

All

(The Circlemakers)

http :denali.medberry.com /krishna
(Crop Circle Central)

http: / / www.marque.demon.co.uk,/connector/ connector.html
(Crop Circle Connector)

http / / www.nh.ultranet.com / -lov ely /
(The K2 Crop Circular)
:

mimsy toere the borogrooes

And the mome raths outgrabe.

http:/ /www.fgk.org
(Forschungsgesellschaft Kornkreise)

"That's enough to begin with," Humpty Dumpty interrupted:
"there are plenty of hard words there. 'Brillig' means four o'clock
in the afternoon - the time when you begin broiling things for

dinner."
very we11," said Alice: and 'slithy'?"
"Well,'slithy'means 'lithe' and 'slimy'. 'Lithe is the same as
'active'. You see it's Like a portmanteau - there are two meanings
packed up into one word."
"I see it now," Alice remarked thoughtfully: "and what are
"That'L1, do

'toaes'?"
"We17,'tooes' are something like badgers - they're something

like lizards and they're something like corkscrews."
"They must be very curious-looking creatures."
"They are that," said Humpty Dumpty; "also they make their
nests under sun-dials - also they live on cheese."
lNow we're getting there, folks.)

"And what's to' Wrd and to' gimble'?"

"To'gyre' isto go round and round like a gyroscope.To'gimble'
is to make holes like a gimlet."
" And'thewabe'is the grass-plotror;nd a sun-dial, I suppose?"
said ALice, surprised at her own ingenuity.
"Of course it is. It's ca77ed' toabe', you know, because it goes a
long way before it, and a long way behind it -"
"And a long way beyond it on each side," Alice added.
"Exactly so..."
So here we haoe Mr Wabe - a grass plot round a sun-dial with
toves going round and round in circles like a g;zroscope. An
interesting coincidence, I think you'lI agree.

I have produced a "making of" video, illustrating with
examples the techniques of video and photographic
manipulation available by using computers. This includes, as
an example, my reproduction of the Oliver's Castle video.
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